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I

E S T A B L I S H E D 1875

ACCEPT AND DEFEND THE
TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND

For The Independent.
SET TH E CLOCK AH EA D
Again we hear the N a tio n 's call.
And we are ready one a n d all
To set the good old. clock ahead,
To get the people out of bed.

SABBATH SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
Bertha Albietz, wife of Fred Albietz, of Level road, Lower Provi
dence township, died on Sunday at
Montgomery hospital following an
operation. She was aged 53 years.
Besides the husband there are two
children surviving, Fred and Anna,
both at home. The funeral services
will be held from the parlors of J. L.
Bechtelt, Collegeville funeral direc
tor, at 1,30 on Thursday afternoon.
Further services will be held a t the
St. James Episcopal Church at
o’clock, ^nterm ent will be in the ad
joinings cemetery. Friends may call
on Wednesday evening from 1 to 9.

WILL CONVENE AT URSINUS

RESUME OF REFORMED CHURCH WEAVER PLEADS ELECTION
SNYOP CONFERENCE
CASE IN SUPREME COURT

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
RAMBLING AT RANDOM

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

Lions Club Meeting
Members of the Pottstown Sports
Joseph K. Weaver, tax collector
Ursinus Gifts Totaled $72,500
BY JAY HOWABP
The Lions Cnib enjoyed a dinner at men s Club wall have their own hunt
for
Lansdale,
hasn’t
any
money
to
We’ll waken w ith th e first ala rm
At the session of the 188th annual
the Franklin House here on Tuesday ing and fishing property in the fu
And start to w ork upon the farm .
evening. Mr. Stroud Weber, chairman ture. The tract o-f land to be acquire^
conference of the Eastern Synod of spend for lawyers. So he appeared
What e’er the ta s k we find to do
Daylight
Saving
Time
goes
into
ef
Resolved to bravely see it through.
the Reformed church held last week at Monday before the Pennsylvania/ Su fect in this community (the same as of the evening led in a discussion on by the club is situated just beyond
Wernersville, the Synod hailed with preme Court in Philadelphia and ar last year) on. the last Sunday in “Our (Potential Criminal.” Mr. Web Mauge-r’s Mill on the old Ringing Hill
Happy that we can do our part*
With willing liands a n d hoperul heart.
delight the -excellent purposes of Ur- gued his own cage. He was defending April—the 29th.
Personally, we er, who is an A ssistant‘District At road. The land formerly was owned
The drawing of p ro sp e rity .
right to hold the collector’s of
-sinus college, Collegeville, in her his
Will come through honest industry.
could just as well go to work and torney was well able to lead this in- by Alex Poplowsky.
fice.
broad attitude to maintain cooperate
teresting round table discussion.'
The Lansdale Board of Education
To breathe th e , fra g ra n t morning" a ir Last year, according to official elec quit an hour earlier without the fuss
relations .with all theological institu
Will help to ease our load of care,,
and
confusion
of
moving
the
clock
approved
a budget for 1934-35 calling
Keystone
Grange
Meeting
tion
returns,
Weaver
was
elected
by
The while the birds are caroling
tions, of the church since the “com
ahead.
Sweet songs about the g e n tle . Spring.
At the meeting of Keystone Grange for the expenditure o f $159,37-1.18, set
pact of union” with the Theological four votes. He defeated J. Harry
the following program was presented the tax rate at twenty-eight mills and
To hearken to tim e’s onw ard tre a d ■„
Seminary at Dayton, Ohio, has been Frantz, incumbent for 16. years.
to
give
Was
it
really
“Wirtwhile”
the per capita levy at five dollars, and
A nd set the.good old clock ahead.
dissolved. It was also noted gifts Frantz demanded a recount, got it, Dr. W irt and his crazy “brain trust” to a large audience: song, “Melody of raised teachers’ salaries approximate
Will add uirto our store" o f health,
Spring”; reading, “Do the Apple Seeds
And Will increase the N atio n ’s w ealth.
amounting to over $72,500 were re and was declared defeated by two notions so much publicity?
Grow Up or Down,” by Earl P. Bech ly five per cent, by restoring the 5%
MBS. H E N R Y ARMSTRONG.
ceived during the year and $iat the votes. But he was not satisfied; He
Wallace Bauman, aged 12 years
tel;
reading, “Facts About William taken from them last year. Ralph R.
Dorchester. Mass. ;
college has had^ a very healthy grow"- took the matter to Montgomery
Many citizens in private life, will
son of Mr. and Mrs. Russel Bauman
Saunders,
one of the founders of the Smith-, superintendent of schools, was’
County
Court
and
was
again
declared
th numerically and financially.
agree that there is such a thing as Grange, by
of Mt. Kirk avenue, Eagleville; for
Mrs. John F. ’l'yson re-elected for a four-year term a t a
defeated.
So
he
appealed
to
the
Su
doing without the things they can not
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
“Riding charity through , college preme Court.
merly of Collegeville, died Thursday
Joyce
Kilmer’s
poem, “Trees,” recited salary of $5,275 for the coming year.
pay for. But when it. comes to the
and seminary to secure an education,
by
Miss,
Evelyn
Bechtel. Miss ” Ruth Mr. Sipith’s salary for the past year
Horace Koons witnessed the Ath at Temple University hospital where
Frantz claimed nine of the ballots public expenditure ‘ of taxpayer’s
was denounced as very dangerous and
he
had
been
a
patient
for
'five
weeks
Wood
wpn
the
contest
of naming pop was $5,000.
letics-Washington baseball game
pernicious habit bordering on the edge were invalid and that, therefore, he money, they can’t quite see it that ular songs played on the piano, Mr,
suffering
with
pneumonia
which
fol
A fbree of workmen are engaged
Shibe park, Philadelphia, on Saturday
of; racketeering” by Dr. George W. was legally elected. He said the bal way. Maybe'they think th a t it is some Henry D. Allebach then spoke
lowed an attack of measles. The fun
in
planting sixteen acres on the SaniMrs. John Turner, of Collegeville eral was held Sunday afternoon from
Richards, president of the Theologi lots were marked with letters and one else’s money being spent ?What is Success.” The closing song torium farm at Eagleville with pine
symbols
instead
of
the
“x”
mark
pre
and Philadelphia, is a medical patient the funeral parlors of J. L. Bechtel
cal Seminary at Lancaster. .
seedlings. The field has a northern"
scribed by law.
The tree toads in the meadows was “Blest Be The Tie That Binds.”
in a Philadelphia hospital.
Dr. Richards stated that either
Collegeville funeral director. Inter 84TH ANNIVERSARY OBSERVED
exposure and has not been cultivated:
Although
he
is
not
an
attorney
started
their
din
the
other
week-—
and
Keystone
Hassie
Players
Win
Miss Evelyn Brunst spent Sunday ment was at the Trinity cemetery
through carelessness, poor manage
for the past ten years,
BY
ECONOMY
ODD
FELLOWS!
we
rather
enjoy
the
music.
But
it
“Dobbie”
Weaver
adopted
attorney
with relatives in Mont Clare.
The Keystone Grange team in has,
Collegeville.
ment, or negligence, certain. students
A three-year-old child plunged out
reminds us of another and an obnox senpeffer won the championship in
The members of.' Economy Dodge. approach graduation with unpaid tactics to plead his case. He argued
Miss Hattie Fetterolf entertained
the door of an automobile traveling
legal
technicality:
The
ballots
which
ious
sound.
After
the
nights
get
a
three game series with a team of
After a short illness, Mrs. Mary No. 397, L O. G. F., celebrated the room and hoard bills. He asked Synod
the “500” club of which she is a mem
at thirty-five miles an hour, Saturday
Hedrick, aged 70 'years, of near eighty-fourth anniversary of the to sanction the policy of withholding Frantz contested, he said, were not little Warmer, we suppose the motor players from Community Grange evening, and suffered painful bruises
ber at her home on Friday evening.
submitted
as
evidence.
Instead,
they
ized
transient
ice
cream
vendors
will
Rev. Clarence J. Ganter, of St, Creamery, died Saturday a t her home founding of the lodge with a special graduation from such .delinquent stu were placed back in the ballot box af start their nightly “belling” thru Swamp. The prize continues to be
of the body, but no bones were brok
Eleanor’s Church, has sold his sum She was the widow of H. K. Hedrick program on Tuesday evening in dents. Synod unanimously endorsed ter the recount. As evidence, Frantz town. This sound is especially discon hearty, “I Knew You’d Win!”
en. The boy came off luckier than did
Economy
hall,
Collegeville.
who
died
January
5,
1934.
The
funDr. Richards in his contention, as a
mer home along-the old canal, near
Home and School Meeting
two
automobiles which were badly
offered
only
copies
made
by
his
attor
certing
late
at
night
when
we
want
eral will be Jieid Thursday afternoon
An audience of 75 lodgemen with means'of breaking up what might de- ney, Dennis O’Neill of Norristown.
Douglassville.
damaged as his mother, who was driv
to go to sleep. The game commission
The
Upper
Providence
Home
and
with
services
at
Lower
Skippack
Men
velop
into
a
very
wholesome
practice
their wives and .visiting Odd Fellows
Francis Dewane who mad been
‘If th at is so, there is -no record ought to declare an open .season on School Association held an interesting ing. the oar, grabbed wildly at the
patient at Montgomery hospital suf nonite church. Interment will be at attended. After the program a social by some thoughtless men, who are as this court Can consider and there is ice cream “hellers.”
meeting in the consolidated school child in an effort to save him from
fering- with an infected hand is recu the adjoining cemetery. Mrs. Hedrick, hour and refreshments w ere. enjoyed. sisted in their studies by; kindhearted no case,” commented Justice Kepbuilding. At the business session the the fall. The boy is Eric Fargo, son
a
lifelong
resident
of
that
section
is
The feature of the program was and benevolent inclined parishioners. hart after Weaver talked only a few
perating at his home. His hand
How
is
this
for
a
fish
story?
A
r
recently
elected president, Grover M, of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fargo, of SellElection of officers to the various minutes.. The court took the case un nold H. Francis,^executive of the Col- Detwiler,- named the following com Crsville. The accident happened on
healing as well as can be - expected survived by these children: Isaac, at the reading of a very complete and
home;
Clarence,
of
Trappe;
Sarah
interesting
histoby
of
Economy
Lodge
boards of the .Synod marked the close der advisement and announced it will legeville Flag & Mfg. Company, set mittees for the ensuing year: - Ways the Bethlehem pike near Sellersville.;
but he is still unable to; resume his
wife of John Buckwalter, of Royers- by Mr. Clarence G. Place, of near of the session.
work at the Freed Heater plant.
render a decision later.
out just before daybreak Monday and Means—Mrs. Warren W- Wal Mrs. Fargo lost control of her car
Mr. Fred Mergenthaler, of German ford; Clement, of Yerkes; Henry, of Eagleville, the historian of Economy
The officers are: trustees, Cedar
O’Neill argued, in behalf of Frantz, morning on a trout fishing expedition ters, Mrs. Irwin Bechtel, Joseph Dona during the excitement and it - sideQuakertown;
Mabel,
wife
of
Lloyd
lodge.
town, visited a number of friends in
Crest College, John Shumberger and that improperly marked ballots made to the Valley Creek, Chester County. hue and Mrs. J. L. Hillier; Hospital-i- swiped another ear and then crashed
Walters, of Royersford; Norman, of
The guest speakers on the program Charles S. Adams; Phoebe Home it impossible for election officials to At 6.15 a. m. he was back again at' tjr Committee—Mrs. Amos Heinly into a pole.
. town during the past week.
Mrs. George F. Clamer was a guest Royersford, R. D.; Mrs. Katie Bean, included prominent Odd Fellows from Board, Milton g a rn e r, Dr. George tell for whom the voters intended to his home on Fifth avenue with a Mrs. Henry Gennaria, Mrs. A. d '
Petitions are being circulated to
at a luncheon and bridge in Haddon at home; Russell, of Arkansas; her other sections. They were' Mr. Rob Willis Hartman, Thomas Gable and cast their ballots.
creel of eleven nice size trout. The Hunsicker and Mrs. John Weiser save the historic Potts mansion, 115step
mother,
Mrs.
Salome
Johnson,
of
ert
Shaw,
of
Philadelphia;
Rev.
A.
C.
field, Npw Jersey, last Tuesday.
E. S. Leinbach; Pennsylvania Council
Weaver, 35, and a former football rest of the family, and most of the Program Committee—Mrs. Otto Drei- year-old landmark, at High and
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Clamer Creamery and these sisters and broth Ohl, of Trappe; Mr. Edwin G. Todd, ef Churches, Rev. David Dunn and coach at Lansdale High School, in town, were still in bed when he got belhis, John Pearson and Mrs. Grover Franklin streets, Pottstown.
The
ers,
Mrs.
Frank
Dengler,,
of
Cream
of Spring City and Mr. G, W. Henry, Rev.-L. C. T. Miller; trustees, Frank addition to being tax collector, is
and son Frank, were guests of relaback. Mr. Francis- says he just hap Detwiler; Pianist, Mrs. John Pearson property was sold last week for the.
ery;
Isaac
M.
Johnson,
of
Creamery;
of
Pottstown.
. tives in Logan, Pa., on Sunday.
lin and Marshall College, B. F. Fack- newspaper reporter and real estate pened to hit it right. The trout were' Dramatics, Mrs. J. L. Hillier, Mrs site °f a gasoline station. Citizens- in
Mrs. Harry Hoyer, o f Trappe", solo enthal and A. H. Rothermel; j\.nti- dealer. Mrs. Kathleen H. Cunningham left Mrs. Frank Detwiler, of Souderton;
biting so fast that it kept him busy Joseph. Donahue;
Publicity—John the vicinity object to the erection of
on Tuesday for her home in Taladega Rev. Henry M. Johnson, Mrs. Elwood ist at the Christ’s Episcopal Church of Saloon League, Rev. A. G. Peters and
The Supreme Court Justices were pulling them in.
Weiser and Warren W. Walters; Mem a gas station.
Heaeock,
Mrs.
Ellen
M.
Freed
and
Pottstown, favored the audience with Rev. O. R. Frantz; trustee, Theologi- very kind to me,” he said. “It was not
Alabama. Mrs. Cunningham has been
bership—Mrs. Earl Crist, Wilbur
Arrangements are under way to
two delightful solos. Mrs. Hoyer was eal Seminary, Henry S. Mack; board the first time a person not a member
Mrs. Gertrude Wells,, aged 31 years, Smith and Mrs. Carl Kirkner. Miss
, spending the past seven months with Markley Johnson, all of Creamery.
hold
an organized state graded poul
accompanied
at
the
piano
by
Mrs
of Allentown, Won a divorce from her Nellie Favinger is secretary of this
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
of visitors of Theological Seminary, of the bar appeared before them,
John B. Kennedy, aged 65 years,
Mrs. George Kendricks, of Fifth prominent Norristown business man John Nolan. Harmonica music play P. A. De'Long, E. L. Coblentz, John simply explained I didn’t' have money husband on Monday in the Lehigh. Organization, Wilbur Smith, treasurer try auction at Harleysville in the near
ed by David Vanderslice of College Lentz; trustee and visitor to Mission to spdnd for a lawyer and I thought I County CoBrts. She told Judge Hem- and Mrs. Amos Hedn-ly and Mrs. Otto future. It will be the first of its kind
avenue.
and-proprietor of the Kennedy Sta ville
held in Pennsylvania.
was greatly enjoyed by all. J. Hctuse, Thomas H. Leinbach; Fort could present the case on its merits minges that her husband insisted on
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Schonbcjrger tionery Company, died Sunday morn
Dreibelbis, y.ice presidents respective
The convention of the Norristown
washing his false teeth in a. glass of lyentertained friends from York, Pa,, ing at a private hospital, in Philadel Howard Fenstermacher presided.
Whyne Orphans’ Home, Rev. H. H. They allowed me to do it.”
v
Conference of the Evangelical Luth
The anniversary program had or Rupp; Central Publishing House,
on Sunday.
water at the dinner table—even in the
phia, after an illness of several iginally
Mrs, Dora Poley and Frank Poley eran Ministerium of Pennsylvania and
been scheduled for February, Rev, W. S. Kerschner.
presence of guests. He, also insisted
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Croll and chil months. The funeral was held on Wed
ROYERSFORD
BURGESS
HURT
visited
Leidy Poley a t the Veteran’s adjacent states will be held on next
but
was"
called
off
at
that
time
due
to
on
licking
drops
of
cream
off
the
rim
dren, of Skippack, spent Sunday with nesday.
Rev. C. T. Glessner, Norristown,
+
Tuesday in the Lutheran Church of
a heavy snow blizzard blocking the was named chairman of the commit
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Winter and Mrs,
IN UNUSUAL AUTO CRASH of the"milk pitcher when they , were Home in Dowingtown, oir Sunday. '
roads.
the Transfiguration, of Pottstown, the
seated
at
the
table.
The
divorce
was.
Kathryn Moyer, of west Third avenue. NOTICE TO PARENTS OF NEXT
Mr."and
Mrs.
Isaac
Landis
and
Mr
tee on finance; Rev. John Lentz, D. D.,
Samuel W. Fox, burgess of Roy.
and Mrs, William Simmons were Rev. Dr. H. F. J. Seneker, pastor. It
Bertha Francis, Mildred Godshall,
Collegeville, committee on women’s ersford, was fortunate to escape ser granted.
FALL’S SCHOOL BEGINNERS
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. is expected that 75 or more pastors
“TRIAL OF THE CENTURY”
and Sara Helen Keyser were awarded
missionary society; Rev. E. H. Ull- ious injury Monday afternoon when
ef various churches will be. present
We
old
relics,
who
still
insist
on
Gehman,
of Souderton.
Varsity “U’s” for basketball ability at
erich,
Royersford,
committee
on
Ur
Howard B. Keyser, supervising
his automobile' left the road near heavy woolen underwear, were not
as well as a large number of laymen.
Urainus College. All three girls are principal of the Collegeville schools, Local Man Scandalized In Breach of sinus College, .and Rev. J. Hamilton
,
William
Andes,
local
paperhanger
Pughtown, crashed thru^a fence, was
C, H. S. graduates.
A fourteen-year-old girl was in
Promise |Suit
Smith, D. D., Pottstown, -committee telescoped by an iron pipe and upset fooled by the recent warm spell. No and painter, who had been on the sick
has the following announcement to
sir! We learned long, long ago that list for some time, is back on duty stantly killed when she ran in front
on
missions.
The members of the Sophomore make to parents of children who have
The Men’s Bible Class of Trinity
down over an embankment.
if you put on such things at ail, you
class of C. H. S. have selected their attained the age necessary to start Sunday school will sponsor a comedy
of an automobile to recover a hand
The present, session was reported
The burgess sustained two frac have to keep ’em-on until the First of again ahd taking care of his trade.
class ring. The ring differs from for school" next fall..
to
be
the
largest
in
the
number
qf
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Supplee and kerchief that had blown out of* her
drama called the “Trial of T he.Cen
tured ribs and brush bums of the May.
mer class rings by having an onyx Dear Parent:
Mrs, Wilson of Phoenixville, visited hand on the Bristol , highway, near '
tury” to be presented in the Hen members in attendance and one pf face when struck by an iron pipe used
stone with a super-.tone setting.
Edgeley, on Sunday, The victim was
‘Following the usual custom we dricks Memorial building, May 3 and the most important. It was the. final to support a fence along the road.
There seems to be a surplus,of can Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hoyer and Gertrude Oswald, of Modena, Chester
Charles Smedley, local • electrical are setting Monday, April 30', 1934,
The cast will be coached and the session prior to the merger of the two The three-inch iron pipe, eighteen didates for Governor. We don’t know daughter, on Sunday.
P. M. d. s. t., as the day for the re production will be directed by a re denominations, the Reformed with the feet in length, crashed throtigh the whether the surplus candidate should
contractor, has installed a new light
Mrs. Jacob H. Bowers spent a day county. She was, visiting in that sec
ing system on the stage in the high gistration of beginners for next year. presentative of a theatrical firm sim- Evangelical Synod, which will take windshield and struck the burgess a be paid off according to the Inter at the home of her brother-in-law and tion, and taking a walk along the side
of the road.
“At the same time it is planned to iliar to the “Womanless Wedding” place in Cleveland, Ohio, on June 27. glancing blow on the face.
school auditorium. The old wiring
state’s basic-surplus plan,’ or whether sister, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Garis, of
More than 400 volunteer firemen
system was deemed unsafe for the have .the pre-school physical examina show put on several years ago-. The
It then struck him- in t)ie chest near some of them should be paid for plow Souderton..
are expected to be in attendance at
heavy current necessary to properly tion, more commonly known as the cast will be made up entirely.' from
Miss
Annie
Roshong
of
Pottstown,
the
right
shoulder
blade
and
pierced
ing themselves under—-with the prom
■illuminate the stage.
summer roundup. The purpose of this local talent. About 50 persons will be HEFFERMAN AWARDER $1,000
was the guest of Mrs. Dora Poley, on the twenty-fifth annual banquet of
his overcoat and suit, fracturing two ise of an appointive office later ?
the Montgomery County Firemen’s
The prospective staff members of work is to acquaint the parent with needed for the cast. The show cen
IN AUTO DAMAGE SUIT ribs. The girder continued through
Saturday.
Association
in City Hall, Nbrrristown,
The Red and Gold, student pujjlication any physical defects which the child ters around the trial of a bach
The
annual
peach
blossom
show
in
Mr. and Mrs.‘ Ira Ashenfelter of
As a result of an automobile acci the car and crashed out the rear win
of Collegeville high school, attended a inight have to hinder its progress, in elor who is being sued for breach of dent a,t the intersection of the Schuyl dow of the coupe.
this and neighboring sections will be Philadelphia, were week-end guests of Saturday evening.
conference of the Penna. School Press' school. This service is free.
promise. The benefits of the produc kill road and ^Bridge street, near
Fox was riding ,along the highway rather a “depressing” spectacle this Mrs. Sallie Thomas.
“Ways of helping children, whose tion will go towards defraying the ex Spring City, January 27, 1^33, John unaccompanied. No definite cause for year, Many orchardists are not even
Association held at Laureldale, on
SUICIDE ATTEMPTED IN BED
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tyson and Mr.
Saturday. Mr, Arter of the C. H. S. parents are not in a position to take penses of the local delegates who will Hefferman, Phoenixville, was awarded the accident could be given by the bothering to spray their peach trees. and Mrs. John F. Tyson and Leon
Worry over finaneiai difficulties is
faculty was one of the speakers on the cere of the matter, are available.
The extreme cold weather last Feb Weigrier, visited Mr. and Mrs. Char believed to have been the cause of
attend the Camp"Mensch Mills of the a verdict of $1,000 in the 'Montgom victim.
conference program.
“If your child is old enough to en Reformed Church next summer.
ruary
froze
most
of
the
peach
buds,
les Dorn, Jr., of Germantown, on Sun Harry Groff, 66, resident, of Spring
ery County Courts last week.
The Senior Class of €. H. S, staged, ter school this fall, would you kindly
orchardists claim. The apple buds' day,
The feature of the show will be the
A jury before Judge Dannehower INJURED DIVER SUES PARKt
City, firing a bullet into his brain in
a benefit-skating party on the Sana- bring him to school on the above date characterization of the principal role in two cases where three decisions
were not affected it is claimed, and so
A, Wesley Poley is recuperating an effort to end his life. The act oc-v
OWNER FOR $6,700 DAMAGES there will be an apple blossom show from a severe attack of quincy.
toga roller skating rink on Friday. A for registration and the physical ex —the- bachelor heart-breaker—by a were to be reached,, rendered these
our red at 1 o’clock Monday morning
crowd of over 75 C. H. S. skaters en-' amination ? local business man. This character verdicts in the cases of John F. Hef
Because of injuries he received as usual.
, Mr. and Mrs., David Buckwalter of as Groff lay in bed at his home. The
joyed the evening of sport.
“Please bring the Birth Certificate will be played by Mr. Harry Roediger ferman of Phoenixville, and against while diving into the Lakeview swim
When the writer was a student at this borough and Mr. and Mrs. Wil- bullet pierced the skull directly be
The Junior Prom on Friday night with you.” of Eagleville, well-known hauling con John H, Freed, of Noristown, former ming pool, near Royersford, Walter
Collegeville
high we. learned, or we mer Buckwalter of Creamery, motor hind the right ear and came out at
and the Junior Play on Saturday night
HOWARD B. KEYSER,
tractor. He will be supported by a ly of Collegeville, in the first action; J. Pennypacker of Spring City has
ed to Flew Jersey on Sunday where his right eye. Phoenixville hospital
will feature the Junior Week-end at
Supv. Principal.
cast of equally well-known and prom and Howard D. Rushong, of College brought suit in the office-of the.Pro- thought we did, that ancient Gaul was they were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. authorities declared there was little
divided into three parts; but since the
Ursinus College, April 27-28. The
inent local citizens,
hope of the man’s recovery.
ville, against both drivers—Heffer thonotary against Benjamin P. Kern, Federal government has been putting SamOel Tyson.
Play, a light comedy entitled “The
TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
of
Limerick
Township,
owner
and
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Joseph
Walters
were
man and Freed, and a counter-claim
Groff apparently determined to
Youngest” is- being coached by Pro
manager of the park, to recover $6,- some of th e . “so-called” unemployed the week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. carry out the act as he lay in bed be
of Freed against Jlefferman.
WILL GO ON WORLD CRUISE
Beginning
with
Sunday,
April
29th,
work
at
$25,00
per
week
collecting
fessor and Mrs. Reginald Sibbald.
J. Clifford Walters and daughter, of side his wife, Mrs. Groff, who had
There was a verdict for the de 700 as compensation.
all services a t Trinity will be on
Mr. Charles H. Miller and family, of
Girl Scout Meeting
July 10, 1932 Pennypacker avers he information concerning a business Reading.
been sleeping, wtas awakened when
“Daylight Saving Time.” The Church Mt. Vernon, N, Y., are preparing to fendants in the aetion of Rushong as
paid the fee for admittance to this and social census (as a CWA project)
plaintiff.
The regular meeting of the- Girl School at 9.30. Morning Worship at
Mr. and Mrs'. C. C. Wismer and her husband apparently pulled the
(Continued on page 4>
embark
on
a
world
cruise,
about
June
couts was held on Monday evening,
daughter Verna, were the guests of trigger on an empty chamber of his
Last February the jury could not swimming pool. While there he ob
- THE PASTOR.
15, aboard a private yacht.
Ports
fhe group was divided into two study 10.35.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Moyer and family revolver.
agree
and this was the second time, served a marker along the wall of the
visited
will
be
numerous
Pacific
and
pool which indicated that the depth of “ALLIED” GROUP FIGHTS INTER of Wilmington, Delaware, at a birth
groups, first aid under the supervithe
case
had
been
brought
before
the
Hearing the “click” of the gun, she
JUNIOR
COMMUNITY
CLUB
South Sea Islands, the Philippines, court,.
the water there was ten feet. Pennysion of Miss Mayberry- and signaling
day anniversary dinner in honor of jumped from the bed hnd ran down
STATE’S
MILK
COMPROMISE
Java,
M
alay,
Stales,
India,
Latin
On
Monday
evening,
April
23rd,
the host, on Sunday.
under Miss Eveline Qmwake, the lo
Hefferman was driving north on the packer walked out on the diving board
stairs intent on calling help. Before
Scandinavia, Russia and the
cal leader.- This was followed by a the executive board of the College ports,
Mr. and Mrs. L. L, Fegely.and Miss she. could leave the house she heard
Schuylkill road and Mr. Freed, with and dived in. He struck the bottom of . A compromise effected by the In
British
Isles.
1
,
the pool with great force causing him terstate Milk Producers’ Association Dorothy Rest of Breindngsville and the report of the revolver as her hus
ceremony in which the patrol leaders ville Juniors was hostess to its fellow
The expedition is a semi-scientific Mr. Rushong as a passenger, was serious injury.
on the plan to curtail the milk ship
and corporals were installed. A sec county’clubs. There were about twen
(C ontinued on p age 4)
band again pulled the trigger.
driving
toward
Spring
City.
Both
The depth of water at the spot at ments into Philadelphia, has failed
ond class badge was awarded to Miss ty present, and quite- a bit of import one, and will collect data and articles drivers charged the other with negli
ant business was transacted.
Mrs. for universities and museums.” A gence and neglect.
Dorothy Francis.
the time, Pennypacker avers instead to end the battle on the . price- , of
POTTSTOWN MAN SHOT THRICE
GRATERFORD NEWS
of. being 10 feet was less than four milk, and the Allied Dairy- Farm ers’
chicken supper ,held in the O. Ruth Cornish, who is county chairman broadcasting outfit aboard the boat
w
i
l
l
provide
regular
programs
of
Juniors,
conducted
the
meeting.
Alexander Bzukiewi-cz, aged 26, did
Association,
a
rival
cooperative,
feet
and
this
fact,
he
alleges,
was
S
on Saturday evening by
Mr. William Johnson has been suf
MARRIED FIFTY YEARS
known to the defendant or his agents. plans to continue to Vfight for a show fering with an attack pf bronchitis not like Leon Miller, aged 32, who
the members of the Perkiomen Hunt During the course of the evening throughout the trip. Mr. Miller’s
there was planned a bounty card par party, which is small, expects to. visit
Captain and Mrs. Joseph G. Smith As a result of this dive from a height down.”
was paying attention to his sister
Uub was well attended.
for the past week.
ty to be held at the Jenkinto-yvn places off the tourist routes, and will of Skippack celebrated the fiftieth an into less than four, feet of water,
Stella, aged 19, all of Pottstown. The
The compromise of the Interstate
Mr.
and
Mrs.
JesseKline
and
Mrs;
niversary of their wedding last. Sat Pennypacker alleges he suffered a group was reached on Saturday, at an Sara Fly, spent Sunday with Oscar tension became tense and on Saturday
Strawbridge & Clothier Store on Sat be gone for-at least 18. months.
Mr. Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. urday. The celebration began at eight severe fracture of several vertebrae, all-day meeting with the distributers.
COMMERCIAL HOUSE
urday afternoon, May 19th, for the
and family of Plumsteadville, afternoon while Miller was , at the
L. B. Miller of Sehwenksville, is a a. m. with mass at St. Eleanor’s abrasion and contusion upon his head; The distributors contend that there is Felman
benefit
of
the
new
project
recently
Bzukiew-icz home a fight ensued over
Pd.
IMPROVEMENT
undertaken by the Montgomery*Coun- former resident of Collegeville. .Mr. Church, Collegeville, when Father neck, gnd shoulders; that- his arms more milk being shipped than can be
an
old pair of shoes. Bzukiewicz went
The revival meetings of the MenProprietor John Gitmas is having ty Junior Clubs; namely, to give Miller is a graduate of Collegeville Ganter readministered the sacred were badly bruised and numbed and handled at a profit.
up stairs and got a revolver as Miller
nonite
Brethren
in
Christ
Church
are
to *LS1Ve interior improvements made yearly financial aid to the Children’s high school and Ursinus College.
vows of matrimony to Mr. and Mrs, that his nervous system has suffered
fled out the door, but Miller did not
While the Interstate was reaching well attended every evening.
0 roe lower main part of the Com- Aid So.ci.ety of Montgomery County.
Smith. A reception and banquet took great and violent shock, disorder and its compromise on curtailing ship
run quite fast enough. As he was en
eraal House, Collegeville, The res- The public is heartily invited to this
place at Valley Forge Hotel, Norris disarrangeijnent. He endured great ments, Wilbur K, Moffett, president
W. M. S. PRAYER SERVICE
tering the door of a neighbor’s, home
EVANSBURG NEWS
andfit^ Apartment is being enlarged card party. Tickets are on sale by the
for protection Bzukiewicz appeared
The Woman’s Missionary Societies town,-on Saturday evening where one pain and suffering which still contin of the Allied, was announcing a new
plan to be submitted to the State Milk
%le ^ UP *n modern and attractive Collegeville Juniors. Come and bring of General Synod of the Reformed- hundred invited guests ’ enjoyed a ues, he avers;
Miss Marsden Heinrich, of New at the rear door of his own house and
your friends.
Control Board, designed to provide an York City; Miss Consuello Dawson fired three times at Miller. Two bul
Church are everywhere meeting to bounteous golden wedding dinner,
The next big event in our club is a gether in Prayer and Fellowship Con splendid music by a Philadelphia or 134,895 CITIZENS ELIGIBLE
outlet for what milk distributors de and- George- Heinrich, of South Nor lets hit him in the left arm and one
CLOTHING COLLECTED BY
party for just the Junior members—- gresses during the month of May.
chestra, and a number of inspiring ad
scribed as surplus.
walk, Conn., were guests at the home in the hip. The wounds are flesh
TO VOTE AT PRIMARIES
dresses.
TRAPPE BOY SCOUTS
TAKE NOTE JUNIORS—the date is
wounds and. not serious. Bzukiewicz
The plan of the Allied is as fol of Dr. and Mrs. Clarkson Addis.
The Congress for this district will
Montgomery, county taxpayers to lows :
May
1st—the
time
eight,
o’clock
and
was
held for court at a hearing be
An
outstanding
feature
of
the
pro
Miss
Mildred
Spang
spent
several
be held in St. Luke’s, Trappe, on Sun
colW ?°y Scouts of Trappe have
1. Reduce the price of “B” milk, one days visiting friends in Conshohocken. fore Burgess Evans on a charge of
and n an assortment of clothing the place—our Club Room in the Fire day afternoon, May 6, at 2.30 o’clock. gram was the reading of a letter from the number, of 134,895 have indicated
of m aVe placed the same in charge hall. Please don’t miss It, anyone— A strong program of music and a fine Goy, Gifford Pmchot extending hearty their party preference and will be eli cent to 10 cents a quart, as a spur to i Charles Wilkinson, Jr., of Glenside, aggravated assault and battery.
gible to vote at the,.May primaries,
You couldn’t
pastor of the Evansburg Methodist
foil rS‘ ?0Lh T. Keyser, Main street, it’s absolutely free!
speaker are being arranged. All wo conpatulations to Captain and Mrs. Harry Shainline, chief clerk o f' the consumption.
spend
a
penny
there
if
you
tried—
Smith.
One
o
f
the
table
decorations
2. Request distributors to turn over .church* was a dinner guest at the
JAIL BREAK FRUSTRATED
h a w h e r e she will be glad to
men and girls are invited and urged
to retail s.tores the milk they say is home of Mr* and Mrs. David Ander
t raembers of the Social Welfare there will be a series of miscellaneous to attend and men will be very wel was a beautifully decorated twenty county commissioners announced.
Two
prisoners failed in an attempt
There are 112,118 Republicans re surplus; the store .to pay the. farmers - son.
pound cake,, the gift of the “boys” in
on m6, cKI clothing for distribution, table games and prizes too, and re come.
to escape from the Montgomery
gistered
while
22,291
Democrats
are
freshments
i
the
kitchen
at
the
penitentiary
at
Wednesday of next week.
for this milk at a price to be fixed by
Mr. and" Mrs. Clarence Wanner, of county prison on Tuesday. Their plot
Churches in this district, who
enrolled. There are fifty-nine Pro the control board.
Our next regular monthly meeting should participate in this , fellowship Graterford.
Collegeville, have leased the Barber was frustrated when guards saw
.will be held on May 8th at eight are: St. Vincent, St. John’s, PhoenixCaptain Smith has been connected hibitionists on the rolls and 437. So
3. Establish a one-cent differential residence-on Germantown pike and them in the act of throwing a long
C- H- S. GLEE CLUB CONCERT
o’clock in the Fire hall—this is a par ville; East Vincenl; Trinity, Norris with the Eastern State Penitentiary cialists. Of the 145,060 voters enrol for milk sold in stores and. a propor will take possession May 1. Mrs. Myra cord and 33 feet of knotted bed sheet
The Glee Club of Collegeville high ticularly important meeting, as it
led,
10,155
have
not
given
their
party
for the. past fifty years—forty-five in
tionate differential on cream?
Barber will reside with her daughter ing over the 30-foot wall of the jail
cert Present their annual spring con- really winds up the business year and town; Brownbacks; St. Paul’s, Lion- Philadelphia, and five at Graterford. preference and will not be eligible to
“This plan would increase the sale in Jeffersonville,
yard. Prison officials are convinced
ville;
St.
Peter’s,
Pikeland;
Christ,
vote.
prjjln
; high school auditorium we choose our officers for next year,
The couple have one son living, Joseph
of milk by lowering the price, and aid
Mrs. Morgan . C. Weber was host the pair expected outside aid.
evening, May 4. One of Henry so we do hope that every member Norristown; St. Luke’s, North Wales; James Smith, of Philadelphia, and
The figures for the three county the farmers through the larger de ess' to the bridge club of which she is
The prisoners, according to Martin
Trinity, Collegeville; St.
Luke’s,
districts follow: First, Republican, mand,” Moffett said. What the Inter a member at her home on German
o f'th T ell°W’S P°ems, “The Building will make a special effort to be pre Trappe; Ascension, Norristown; Trin nine grandchildren.
L. Horn, are: Dean Delmar, 39, Phila
11,609
men,
11,850
women;
Democrat,
sent—-it’s
your
duty!
of a 6
wil1 he given in the form
state is trying to do is to get the con town pike.
delphia, awaiting trial for looting a
ity, Skippack; Shenkels; and Linfield.
1897 men, 1786 women; Second, Re trol board back, to the old basic-sur
ultv Cantata’ Miss Eva Howells, facThe donations for the Quilt, which
PLANT PERCH IN PERKY
Miss Mildred Eigelson, daughter of railroad station. Horace Bowers, 22,
More
details
of
the
program
will
cJ nr , IC teacher, will direct the we are receiving for the benefit, of
publican, 10,209 men, 9756 women; plus system by having the Suppler Mr. and Mrs. John Eigelson, is ill.
Philadelphia, who pleaded guilty to
appear in next week’s Independent.
The Perkiomen Valley. Sportsmen’s Democrat, 1500 men, 1560 women;
assk>L°l70 voices- The club will be the Royer-Greaves School for the
Wills-J ones Milk Company take ail
Misses Mary and Ella Kratz accom complicity in a payroll robbery and
Association
of
Sehwenksville
received
Mrs.
E.
S.
Fretz
is
chairman
and
is
Third, Republican, 34,932'-men, 33,748 milk, instead- of curtailing shipments, panied John D. Kratz, of Oaklyn, N. who is awaiting sentence.
tone nf ^ -Herbert R. Howells, bari- Blind, are coming in very gratifyingtrying to make it a worthwhile after from the State Hatchery and placed
and ’ “ Collegeville and Drexel Hill ly—We expect to pick the winner at
Democrat, 8486 men, 7053 and to pay for the so-called surplus J., and Chester A. Kratz,-of Bywoqd,
noon.
The pair and 22 other prisoners
in the Perkiomen creek 41 cans of women;
women.
P«ttstow “ k amk’ Jr., trumpeter, of the May meeting, so be on hand to
according to the use made of it.”
to Bally, where they visited Miss were turned out in the jail yard for
yellow perch, under the supervision
take it home with you!
M. G. R.
The Supplee-Wills-Jones Company Elizabeth Kratz and Mrs, Katherine morning exercise when Delmar’ and
Subscribe for The Independent.
of a State Fish Warden. ■
Advertise in The Independent
Springer.
(Continued on page 4)
Bowers made their bid to escape.
The sessions of the 39th annual
convention of the Montgomery County
Sabbath School Association will be
held in Bomberger Memorial hall on
Saturday, April 28. “The Challenge
of Christ in a Changing World” is the
theme for the gathering.
Well-known speakers who will ad
dress the conference Include: W, Dyer
Blair of th e Greater New York Fed
eration of Churches; D. Stewart Pat
terson of the Methodist Board, Wash
ington, D. C.; Rev. Alvin Dietz of
Shamokin; Mrs. William E. Chalmers
of the Baptist Board of Christian
Education; Wilber E. Myers and B.
A. McGravey of the Pennsylvania
State Sabbath School Association
Staff..
As a social preliminary to the con
vention, pastors and superintendents
will gather on Friday evening, April
27V for a banquet in the College din
ing-room.
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GOVERNOR PINCHOT FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR.
For more than half-a-century the editor of T h e I n d e p e n d e n t
has uniformly contended in behalf of the people’s form of goverrnment as founded by our forefathers. In doing so I clearly recog
nized the importance of electing to public office (administrative
and other) men of integrity and sufficient capability—because,
obviously, upon the faithfulness and efficiency of public servants
depend the welfare and permanency of the government deriving its
just powers from the governed.
The editor heartily endorsed the candidacy of Gifford Piuchot
in his quest for the Republican nomination and election (second
term) to the Governorship of Pennsylvania, and it is a matter of
great satisfaction that he has been ringing clear and true in dis
charging the important obligations imposed upon him by the
duties of his high office. Therefore, as a matter of fairness, justice
and consistency, the editor is earnestly endorsing the candidacy of
Gifford Pinchot for the Republican nomination for United States
Senator. He has strenuously and well served the people as a whole
of Pennsylvania, and has done so with unflinching courage. He
has struck with vigorous blows injustice to the masses of the.
people of Pennsylvania, winning the hatred and malice of those
who would subvert the abiding interests of the general public to
enhance their own interests. The greatest weakness of our form
of government is the aggrandizement of power for the betterment
(financially) of the relatively few to the injustice and at the
expense of the many. Impartial judgment based upon evidentially
supported facts will accord to the administrations of Governor
Pinchot a foremost place among all his predecessors in Pennsyl
vania’s Chief Executive office. He has furnished his own out
standing recommendations as to his most thorough fitness for the
position of United States Senator. In giving him their support
the Republican voters of the State will be according just recog
nition of a tried and trite servant of the people.
United States Senator David A. Reed’s record in the Senate
will be reviewed in a future issue of T h e I n d e p e n d e n t .
--------------o--------------

.

T H E FORMER CONVENTION SYSTEM.
Editor Sanborn, of the North Penn Reporter, recently gave
vent to this question : “How many of those who are now urging
the return to the convention system ever really saw* it operating ?’
Hundreds of them, yet surviving and taking more or less interest
in politics. I attended many county and state nominating con
ventions. Editor Sanborn will find among his readers quite a
number of “old timers” who will tell him about the same story.
Just what their opinion is of the- primary election I have no means
of knowing. I am constrained to unqualifiedly endorse the follow
ing statements of Editor Heywood of the Consbohocken Recorder
in his discussion of the question raised by Editor Sanborn : “ The
uniform primary system has not brought cleaner elections. It has
not brougnt a higher type of citizen into public office. It has kept
men, who would make honest, efficient public servants, from be
coming candidates because they could not afford to finance two
election campaigns. It has placed a big financial burden upon the
taxpayers for election officers, petitions, ballots, room rent and
many other things necessary to conduct an election. Under the
convention system, none of this expense was paid for from tax
funds.”
-------- ------ o-— -------- _

LEADER JOHNSON’S ENDORSEM ENT OF W ltL IA M A.
SCHNADER FOR GOVERNOR.
The endorsement of William A. Schnader for the Republican
Gubernatorial nomination, by Charles Johnson, Republican party
leader of this, county, evidences that keen political sagacity for
which Mr. Johnson has down through many years won an enviable
reputation. He is espousing the candidacy of one thoroughly
fitted for the office of Governor. Mr. Schnader as Attorney-General
during the Fisher and Pinchot administrations, has distinguished
himself as one learned in constitutional law, and thoroughly ad
vised as to the character and relative legal import of the statutes of
the State. He has evidenced fine discriminations in formulating
his official decisions. Moreover, he has derived much experience
by contacts with the various departmental branches of State Gov
ernment at Harrisburg during the past eleven years. A part of
his program, if nominated and elected, will be the “relief of the
school-tax burden on local communities through revision of both
the financial and the administrative system, and through greater
State aid, while at the same time guaranteeing tq communities
•complete home rule in education.’ ” Mr. Schnader says this is the
backbone of his program.
■--------^----- 0- -------------

CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE.
Harvey S. Plummer, of Fairview Village, has announced his
candidacy for the Democratic Congressional nomination, Mont
gomery county district. Inasmuch as Mr. Plummer is well fitted
in general information, and is otherwise qualified to render good
Congressional service at Washington, he deserves the support of
Democratic voters at the coming primary election.
— ------- ■■- O —... ..........

JUDGE BONNIWELL FOR GOVERNOR.
Judge Bonniwell, experienced jurist, and a long time prominent
Democrat, of Philadelphia, is a candidate for the Democratic nom
ination for Governor. The fact can be sustained that Judge Bonni
well is as fully well equipped for the Gubernatorial office as any
other Democrat now in the field for a nomination to that position.
Moreover, he has given many years of service to the Democratic
party.
--------:---- o------------“SPOTS” MOVING OVER SUN’S SURFACE.
In seeking exact knowledge as to their effect on the earth’s
climate, Astromomers are watching giant “spots” moving across
the sun’s surface. One of the spots now visible is 16,000 miles in
diameter, about twice the diameter of the earth. Astronomers say
such spots affect the earth’s heat supply, and that they have to do
in causing electrical storms, rains, and tornadoes. As a part of the
solar system the earth must ever be subjected to the influences of
the sun, life sustaining and life destroying.
----i ------ o------------

Latin America Supplies
Most of World’s Coffee
Although over fifty countries produce the humble but necessary coffee
bean, the world looks to Latin-Amerlca for 90 per cent of Its coffee needs.
Coffee Is the principal crop of many
tropical countries In the Western
hemisphere. While the Americas pro
duce large crops of corn, potatoes, and
other vegetables which were first dis
covered In this part of the world, It is
of Interest to know that coffee was
originally Imported from the East.
The discovery of coffee as a bever
age Is sometimes accredited to an
Arabian goat-herder who observed that
his four-footed charges, after browsing
on coffee plants, became unusually
Sleek and healthy. Upon sampling the
coffee cherries, each containing twin
coffee beans, he was disappointed. He
then tried roasting the beans and
brewing them In water and the result
was flavorsome, stimulating and health
ful.
Some historians claim that coffee
was brought to Arabia from Kaffa,
Africa, which may account for' Its
name. Prom Arabia the beverage
spread to Constantinople, and event
ually to* Europe. Some assert that
coffee was first brought to the New
world by the Dutch while others give
credit to the French. In any event,
the fact remains that Central and
South America produce nine-tenths
of the world's coffee supply, of which
the United States Imports more than
any other country, and the people of
the United States consume approxi
mately 87,000,000,000 cups of it every
year.

Mint* an Ancient Plant,
Is Used in Various Ways
Mint Is not a humble plant, although
It has come down In the world, for at
one time this fragrant herb was the
associate of kings and Its possession
a measure of wealth.
The mints grow wild all over Eu
rope, says the Montreal Herald, and
the herbal use of different species has
been known for centuries. Pliny wrote
Of It in A. D. 70, and In the days of
ancient Rome mint was used as a bath
salt, as a wreath to cure headache,
and as a herb to spread over the floors
of temples and public buildings.
Mint Is one of the plants of the
Bible, and In th e Book of Matthew you
may read of the Pharisees paying
tithes of mint, anise and cummin.
The spearmint (mentha virldis),
used In such large quantities for the
production of chewing gum, is a native
of many hedgerows Possibly It was
the same species which the Israelites
employed for seasoning their food, a
custom which has been passed on to
the present day. As a seasoning, there
are several methods of using mint.
In England mint sauce is regarded
as essential when lamb la served. In
Italy it Is often boiled with vegetables,
and perhaps It was from the Italians
that we learned this method of sea
soning.
•
The peppermint of commerce Is ob
tained from the leaves of mentha pi
perita. It Is used In sweets and In
medicinal preparations for colds.
T ra in S even Y ears L a te
A train on the old Gulf and Inter

state railway arrived at Its destina
tion more than seven years behind
time. The train started from Beau
mont, Texas, bound for Port Bolivar,
11:30 a. m. on September 8, 1900. The
distance Is 71 miles, and the train
was due In Port Bolivar at 1 :55 p. m.
When it reached High island It was
surrounded by waters from the Gulf
of Mexico, which had flooded the rail
way. Eventually the road was re
built, and when the rusty locomotive
was examined she was found fit to
complete her journey. She was fired
up, and amid cheers of every one she
moved off, creaking and “rheumatic”
In her joints, but still serviceable. The
news was telegraphed to Port Bolivar,
and when the train, more than seven
years late, arrived, half a dozen of
the original passengers assembled to
greet it.—Montreal Herald.
T h e A z te c C a len d er

The famous Aztec calendar stone in
the National Museum of Mexico is la
block of basalt weighing 25 tons and
having a diameter of 11 feet. Encirc
ling the head of the sun god Is a di
adem bearing hieroglyphics represent
ing the divisions of time and the Aztec
method of numbering the years. The
number of days In their year was 365,
as In ours. Each year had a different
emblem repeated every four years.
The -first year was called Tochtll, or
rabbit; the second, Acatel, or reed;
the third, Teeptal, or flint; the fourth,
Call!, or house. The years were fur
ther arranged by thlrteens, four such
periods making a Mexican age. When
the City of Mexico was taken by Cor
tez in 1521, and the great temple de
stroyed, the calendar stone was left
In the square. I t Was buried in 1555,
and not recovered again until 1790.
T h e B a rn a c le G oose

The barnacle goose, a small goose
closely related to the brant, owes its
name to a curious belief which gained
much credence prior to the Seven
teenth century. The i distant Arctic
nesting places of these birds were as
yet undiscovered and it was believed
that the goose developed from the
barnacle, a small crustacean that
grows on wood that Is exposed to salt
water. Theologians who accepted this
strange theory got Into endless dis
putes as to whether or not the flesh
of the barnacle goose should be eaten
on Fridays or fast days, for they were
unable to decide whether it should be
considered meat or fish.

MEASLES YEAR IN PENNA.
The State Department of Health
says this is “measles year” in Penn
sylvania. Every three years, depart
ment records show, this “event” of
childhood is more prevalent than nor
mally. Health officials have no ex
planation of the cycle other than that
the presumption that during the pre
ceding two years the number of sus
ceptible children* increases.
Normally there are from 30,000 to
50,000 c^ses annually, but this year
the number of children stricken is in
creasing at' a rate that will bring the
total to between 80,000 and 100,000
officials say, an increase of 50 per
cent.
Although not generally regarded as
a serious disease, statistics show that
measles is fatal to 80 percent of the
children less than 5 years old when
they contract it. The disease is not
common among adults because, physi
cians say, most persons have had it
and arp immune before they reach

When matters of belief are accepted as matters of fact—the
truth, as determined by factual evidence must take a rear seat am
be unobserved, while belief is vociforously applauded. It is much
easier to believe than bother about facts.
maturity.

PERKY LEAGUE IS READY
FOR OPENING GAMES MAY 5
With the exception of filing the
players’ list at, the next meeting May
1, the Perkiomen Valley baseball lea
gue is merely marking time until the
start of the 1934 campaign on May 5
when the same eight teams th at bat
tled through last year will renew
their rivalry in the Meixel circuit.
The schedule was approved a t a
meeting held at Trooper last week,
but owing to Collegeville’s uncertain
ty about a playing field, it will not be
published until a later date.
The league will again play a split
season with the second half opening
July 4 and closing Labor Day. Four umpires Were selected by the
teams. They are: Cal Longacre, Phoenixville; Benny Scirica, Norristown;
Bill Irwin, Consbohocken, and Mike
Brillo, South Pottstowir.
Port Providence has not named a
successor to Jack Dale as manager
and Limerick is still without a leader.
Dale will be at Schwenkville, Charley
Your children can raise all the devilment they’re capable of and
Brant will again boss Trooper, How
ard Keyser will continue a t College
they won’t harm one of our Masland Argonne rugs. These rugs
ville’s helm, R. M. Hillegas will -di
rect Harleysville with Lloyd Wood
are made to withstand just such treatment. That’s why they’re
Totals ........ .. 31 5 7 21 6 5 again in command at Evansburg and
Schwenksville
called "the rug Children won’t wear ©ut.” Despite their wearAB. R. H. o. A. E. Clifford Hunter continuing as man
Reed, c .............. . 5 2 3 9 0 0 ager with Royersford.
ability, Masland Argonne rugs are exceptionally good looking
L. Smith, 2b .... .. 5 2 1 0 1 0
Ziegler, 3b-p .. . . 5 2 3 0 1 0 BEARS -BEAT SWARTHMORE
and exceptionally low-priced. If you are thinking of buying a
W. Smith, s s ___ .. 5 2 2 0 3 0
BUT LOSE TO VILLANOVA
Moser, cf .......... . 3 1 1 0 0 0
new rug, be sure to see them.
Kline, r f ............ .. 5 2 3 1 0 0
Ursinus raised the curtain on the
Kehs, l b .......... .. 5 3 0 10 1 0 current ball season by edging out an
Hahns, I f .......... .. 4 1 0 0 0 0 8-6 decision over Swarthmore in a
The 9 x 12 ft. A RGO N N E RUG $27.50 In O ur April Sale. ’
Banmiller, p ...... .. 5 2 2 0 1 0 loosely played tilt, at Swarthmore last
Miller, c f ........... .. 1 1 0 0 *0 0 week,
O ther Values—9 x 12 SEAM LESS T A P E ST R Y $19.75—A X M IN IST E R S $27.00
Petkovich, If .... .. 1 0 0 0 0 0
“Jing” Johnson nominated Roy
Linsenbigler, o .. .. 1 0 0 2- 0 1 Johnson to bear the mound duties for
the initial fray, and Roy went well
T o ta ls .......-... .4 0 19 15 22 7 1 until the seventh.
Johnson was
Collegeville .... 4 0 0 0 C 0 1—- 5 replaced by lefty Trumbore, who'fin
M AIN and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
Schwenkville ... 010 0 0 0 9 X— -19 ished the game in masterful style,
Two-base hits—Ziegler, Gensler. striking out five in a row during one
Home runs—Swift. Double plays— streak.
Akron Students Sign Petition
Kehs, (unassisted). Struck out—By
Roy Johnson was mainly respon
Banmiller, 6; Ziegler, 2; by Zimmer sible for the Ursinus wifi, having a
Vowing Self=Decapitation
man, 4. Bases on balls—Off Ban- perfect day at the plate, with three
Signing away their lives by vowing
miller, 3; Ziegler, 2; off Swift, 3; hits for three times up. Gensler,
Zimmerman, 4; Donahue, 1. Hit by Bears’ second baseman, clouted a cir to decapitate themselves, over 150
pitched ball—Gensler. Umpire—Erb. cuit smash in the fourth with Johnson students and facility members of Ak
ron University were caught recently
on first..
in a petition expose, originated by
The
Ursinus
batsmen
lost
to
VillaA T PR IC ES YOU CAN A FFO R D
THIS IS CLEAN-UP WEEK
nova, Saturday, at Philadelphia, in a editors of the Buchtelite, -the college
/
This is clean-up week. There are more nearly even contest than the 5-1 paper. ‘
Surgeon
many reasons why we should clean up score indicated. Good base running
Only one person of the 150 ap
—in our homes, factory buildings, of and the bunching of their seven hits proached to sign the 'apparently
A R T IF IC IA L T E E T H , P E R F E C T F IT T IN G
fices, on the farms, vacant lots, etc. were instrumental in Villanova’s win. harmless-looking routine typed doc
CO M FO R TA B LE - R E A L IST IC
One Of the most important reasons to
Coming to bat in the sixth inn ument recognized that he was being
clean-up is for the purpose of elimi ing, Sacks clouted a circut drive, but asked to sign his own dispatch, and 1
nating fire hazards.
DR. O. E. RU BIN
with none on, thus accounting for even he didn’t understand what it was
Fire has been, and will be unless Ursinus’ lone tally. It was in this all about,
kept under control, a scourge to man same inning that Villanova pushed
“We wished to prove how futile are
kind. More so now than ever before two more runs across and put the college petitions and how gullible are
Main & Bridge Streets
306 Main Street
is the need urgent to prevent the dis game on ice.
the.students who sign them,” said Mr.
PHOENIXVILLE
ROYERSFORD
astrous results occasioned by fire, so URSINUS
Vincent
H.
Johnson,
editor
of
The
ah. x h. 0, a.
Phone 3388.
Phone 218.
that nothing will interfere with our Cubberly, ss . .......... 3 0 0 0 2 Buchtelite. “We contended that the
«i
promising return to better times. Sacks, 3 b ........
4 1 2 0 3 students who signed were about as
Fires, particularly in the field of em -Shuman, rf . . . ........... 4 0 0 0 0 ignorant of what they were signing
ployment, throw large groups of peo Fisher, c . . . . . ............4
0 1 7 1. .as immigrants a t Ellis Isle making
ple out of work and bring about econ Johnson, cf . . . ............4 0 1 2 0 crude crosses for signatures.”
omic reverses. This must be avoided. Gensler, 2b . , . ............4
0 1 5 0 /T he petition read in part: “We, the
Tires in the home often destroy life Calvert, lb . . . ............4
0 0 8 S 0 undersigned, believe th at the birth
su n
2SBB
time savings, and elsewhere the fire O’Donnell, cf .
0 1 1 '0 day of our president, Hezzleton E.
menace disturbs orderly living and Trumbore, p .. ............3 0 0 1 2 Simmons, should be celebrated as a
creates in Pennsylvania a staggering
holiday. We believe Feb. 27 should
tax of approximately $25,000,000 a
Totals ........ .......... 33 1 6 24 8 be declared a holiday.
year, not to mention the appalling
“President Simmons has been an
ah. r h. 0. a.
sacrifice in human life and suffering VILLANOVA
earnest and sincere worker during
Murphy,
cf
.
,
.
2
1
4
............4
0
to, the extent of 2,000 fatalities and
Krajsa, c . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 1 6 1 the year that he has been head of
casualties each year.
0 1 1 3 Akron University. He has spared no
Uncontrolled fire leaves no salvage. Cavanaugh, ss ............4
Mahan,
lb
.
.
,
.
............4
2
2 12 1 energy in making this a most suc
What it touches is irreparably lost,
OSCO Foods, the brand that quality built, are
cessful year. He has directed all
and the resources of our country are Skaff, If ........ ........... 3 1 1 --0 0 his resources, in making conditions
marked
with a Polka Dot label. This is your as
to that extent diminished. It follows Gerag’y, 3b . . . . . . . . . . 3 0 0 1 0 at the university, ideal. In order to
surance
that these foods have been thoroughly
that no greater service can be render Hurlb’t, rf . . . ............ 3 0 0 2 1 show our appreciation to President
tested in kitchen and laboratory and have suc
............
2
0
0
0
2
Wronski,
2b
..
ed than an individual contribution of
cessfully achieved the high quality standards we
0 0 1 3 Simmons we, as students and faculty
interest and activity in the preventing Vaughn, p . . .
always maintain. It pays to buy dependable foods.
of the university, hereby petition that,
of fire for the public good.
T o ta ls .......... ..........30 5 7 27 11 this date of Feb. 27 be declared a holi
Where Quality Counts and Your Money Goes Furthest
We must, of necessity, repeat what
day for all-students and faculty and
has been stated again and again, that Ursinus . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-- 1 members who attended the day ses
16c OSCO Finest California
not less than 80 per cent of the fire Villanova........ 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 X-- 5 sions. We do resolve that this day
losses in Pennsylvania have been
Errors—Villanova—Geraghty 1. Ur be spent in merry-making and leisure
found to have occurred through the sinus—Gensler 1. Two-base hits— at which time each one of us will
carelessness, indifference and neglect Murphy. Home run—Sacks. Stolen
decapitate himself with extreme joy,
of the people. Careful housekeeping bases—Sacks, Mahan, Passed ball—
Luscious fruit packed in-a rich sugar syrup.
thereby showing his appreciation to
in the homes and in places of business, Krajsa. Left on bases—Villanova 4;
big 25c
where most fires occur, and the incen Ursinus 6. Struck out—By Trumbore the fullest extent for the efforts of
can
tive to be watchful for the . common 7, by Vaughn 5. Base on balls—Off President Simmons who has worked
fire hazards, will unquestionably cur Trumbore 2, off Vaughn 1, Runs bat so splendidly in our behalf.”
14c OSCO Tender
tail our annual fire waste to a very ted in—Sacks, Cavanaugh, Mehan and
appreciable extent.
Skaff. U rfipires—Powell and DinsFor Sale advertisements in The
more.
Independent bring results.
NEW ASCO SALAD DRESSING
Crushed, Country Gentleman or Golden Bantam.
The advent of springtime, with . a
big seasonal increase in fresh fruits
15c OSCO Sauer Kraut
2 blgcana23c;
and vegetables, starts homekeepers’
OSCO
Cooked
Spinach
2
b,s caDS 23c
thoughts towards the more frequent
inclusion of salads in the daily menus.
OSCO Stringless Beans 2 cans 35c: 6 £or 99c
To supply a first grade quality pro
OSCO Diced Carrots 3
25c : 6 for 45c
duct for those who prefer a salad
dressing, the American Stores Com
17c ASCO Fancy Sweet
pany have developed Hindu Belle
Salad Dressing.
Many months were spent in re
search and .experiments before the
company’s technicians obtained satis
17c (iSCO Tomato Juice Cocktail bi? 15c
factory results and were able to pro
OSCO
Long Grain Rice
; lb l,ks 9c 1
duce a salad dressing that was out
standing in flavor and quality, yet
OSCO Pure Tomato Soup
can 5c
economical in cost. The pleasing
There
are
no
E
X
P
E
R
IM
E
N
T
S
in
a
Ford
V8
.
OSCO
White
Meat
Tuna
2
35c;
6
caas 99c
salads th at can be prepared with
But there is 30 years of E X P E R IE N C E . No
Hindu Belle and the very low prices
are ample proof the company success
13c
trivial, tem porary gadgets are blown up big to
fully achieved their objective.
OSCO
make
sales.
No
fancy
coined
names.
Ju
st
solid,
Mayonnaise vs. Salad Dressing
tested, substantial value.
A piquant appetizer for hot or cold meats.
Often women are confused by the
terms mayonnaise and salad dressing
p t ja r
T hat is why we say you buy PR O V ED P E R 
15c
and many believe the two to be the
I9c OSCO Peanut Butter
same. Such is not the case for the
2 Pk«a
FO RM AN CE when you buy a Ford V-8. You
9c
6c OSCO Gelatine Desserts
two are very separate arid distinct
, o ioc
know exactly w hat it will do on the road and how
>
dm
cans
15c
products, made differently with differ
OSCO Beans with Pork 6 canS25c
it will stand up under long, hard service.
box of o
ent ingredients.
Zingg
Gruyere Cheese Portlon 5c:• 3 portions A
Mayonnaise is an emulsion type
The reliability and dependability of its V -8
product. Rapid mixing of the ingredi
15c OSCO
ents produces a stiff, non-separating
engine, clutch, transmission, torque-tube drive,
Concord consistency. Hom-de-Lite, one of the
rear
axle,
frame,
spring
suspension
and
every
most popular of the mayonnaise
other vital part have been proved by millions of
group, is made from salad oil, freshlyopened fresh eggs, imported spices
miles of use by hundreds of thousands of owners.
Plain Black
and pasteurized vinegar. These in
gredients are rotary whipped to a
Actual service on the road has also proved that
Mixed
smooth^ crestlhy stiff mixture.
Only
in cost-per-mile and maintenance it is the most
products that conform to rigid govern
economical Ford ever built.
ment standards can be called mayon
naise.
The Ford car reflects the fundamental policy
By contrast, salad dressing contains
some cooked food. Fine quality "in
and purpose of the Ford business — to provide
gredients are also used in Hindu Belle
transportation of the m ost dependable quality at
but the addition of cooked products
the lowest possible cost.
and method of preparation result, in a
different flavor. The easier, quicker
preparation and less delicate method
of mixing salad dressing makes it
less expensive than mayonnaise.

C. H. S. NINE DEFEATED BY
SCHWENKVILLE IN OPENER
Coach Brandiff’s Collegeville high
school baseball team opened th e . 1934
season by taking a 19-5 trouncing off
the bats of Schwenksville high on the
Memorial Park diamond, Friday afternoon, in a Montco league game. Sch
wenksville enjoyed two big innings
during the fray, scoring ten runs in
the seoonfi inning and nine more in
the sixth frame. This was the first
game of the season for Collegeville.
This Friday Collegeville high will
play Royersford high, at Royersford.
Collegeville
AB. R. H. O. A. E.
Gensler, 2b ........ . 4 1 2 4 1 1
Schaeffer, If . . . . . 2 0 1 0 0 0
Hiller, c f ............ .. 1 1 1 0 0 0
Essig, rf . . . . . . . . 4 1 0 0 0 0
Swift, p - l b ........ .. 3 1 3 5 1 1
Yeagle, lb-cf . . . . 3 0 0 2 0 0
Undercuffler, 3b . 3 0 0 0 1 2
Lesher, s s .......... .. 3 0 0 0 1 1
Godshall, c ........ . 2 0 0 6 2 0
Zimmerman, p .. . 2 0 0 3 0 0
Osborn, If .......... .. 1 1 0 1 0 0
Angell, r f .......... .. 1 0 0 0 0 0
Donahue, p ........ .. 1 0 0 0 0 0
Schatz, e ........... .. 1 0 0 0 -0 0

WON T HARM THIS RUG

D. M. YOST COMPANY

We do All Branches of

DENTISTRY
Gas

X-Rays

DENTIST

W B K B C

m

Peaches 2

29

OSCO Fruit Salad

20c

Sugar Corn2 ^25c

No Experiments
in the

Peas

2'«»29c;6 85c

New Ford V=8

Catsup

Grape Juice

2

1

2 29'

)
pis 7C
13*
OSCO or
diaCeylon pi} 13c
TEAS (In
)orOrangePekoe *5* 25c

$

WISE AND OTHERWISE
A cockney employed at an American
country estate on Long Island was be
ing shown around on the evening of
his arrival by a scornful native. As
they passed a clump of trees there
came a sudden hair-raising hoot. “Ow,
blimme me,” cried the Londoner, “for
'eaven’s syke, wot wuz thet?" “An
owl.” “Righto, my good lad. I know
hit wuz an owl, but wot the—wuz
owling? ’’—^Everybody’s Magazine.
Jud Tunkins says, votes for women
have improved, politics so much th at
an election is as quiet and polite as a
bridge party.—Washington Star,

515

up

(F. O. B. Detroit, plus freight, de
livery and tax. Bumpers and sipare
tire extra. Small down payment.
Convenient terms through the Au
thorized Ford Finance Plans of Uni
versal Credit Company.)
LOW DELIVERY PRICES.

Scot-1'issu © 3 s 2 0 c
Waldorf Tissue 6roB
ns25c:3rols13c
Octagon Products—Specially Priced

Laundry Soap
3 cakes 13c Toilet Soap
2 “ '“* 9c
Soap Powder
2 pk8a 9c 18c Soap Chips 2 bigpkBS33c
Scouring Cleanser 2 cans 9c Palmolive Soap 3 cakes 14c
Super Sud£ 2 sma11 pkgs 15c'; 2 large pkg9 29c

Silver 2
Dust 21c
12c p k g s

LANDES MOTOR CO.
Verkes

Collegeville

Caio 3
Dog and Cat 10c cans
Food 25c

Tune in the dSCO Program—Friday, 11.30 A.M .—WCAV
T h e se P r ic e s E ffe c tiv e in O u r S to re s,

IX COLLEGEVILLE AND VICINITY

JUDGE KNIGHT ADVISES
Studio of
EXPRESSION and DRAMATIC ART
MOTHER OF 21 CHILDREN
Diction
In terp re ta tio n
Voice
„ anj practice In tlie developm ent o l
A 44-year-old mother of 21 chil
^ In d iv id u a l f0r tpe p resentation of plays.
dren, 15 of whom are living, appeared
LILLIAN IONE MacDOWELL
in juvenile court last week and ex
phone Collegeville 821
T rappe, P a .
plained to Judge Knight her difficulty
in keeping the brood together because
dr e r n e s t l . s t e a r l y
of the great financial expense.
The mother, however, was not the
Veterinarian
source of ten of the children appear
succeeding late
Dr. R obert W . Pecliin
ing in court. They were listed as ne
233 Fourth Ave., Phoenixville, Pa.
glected children in complaint of mem
Phone 3521
bers of a welfare organization in the
York road section.
^******** * * ***************
The parents of the children are Mr.
* and Mrs. Raymond Stiles, of CrestA. B. P A R K E R & BRO.
*
* mont. The father is employed by the
* Abington school district. There are 18
Optometrists
*
* people in th^ family, according to re
206 DeKalb Street, N orristow n, P a . * ports of the welfare association.
*
Tep of the children were brought
I* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * into court. They were: Frank, 13;
f# # * * * * * * * * **************-* Ruth, 12; Charles and Howard, twins,
6* l l j Elizabeth, 10; Raymond, 9; Ken
it
i neth, 8; Earl, 6 ; George, 5, and Jean,
*
1
*
J . L. BEC H TEL
* 3.
*
f
i
At the conclusion of the testimony
1
$
* of Miss Susan Dunmore, county juve
#
*
* nile probation officer, Judge Harold
*
9
*
* Knight decided to take six of the ten
Collegeville,
P
a.
i
* children and place them in charge of
i
* the Children’s Aid Society, to he
'**§
’ --- S-*
#
* placed in foster homes. Ruth, another
J Modern Funeral Home for
*
*
* member of the list, will be sent to
Patrons
*
*
Pennhursi institution and the three
*
*
*
youngest, Earl, George and Jean, were
1
f
Phone : 30
* returned to the mother.
*
£
Mrs, Stiles stated she was the mo
ther of 21 children, six of which num
* * * * * * * * * * * *************** ber are deceased. There are two chil
dren married.
Judge Knight directed that Stiles
#
pay $1.50 per week toward the sup
(Successor to F. W. SHALKOP) * port of each of the children. The jur
He
i
1 ist also suggested to Mrs. Stiles that
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
* she had enough children. “I will not
££ have any more,” the woman promised.
*
TRAPPE, PA.
m
Stiles, who was present at the hear
No effort spared to meet the $
ing,
stated he was willing to support
* fullest expectations of those who £*
his children to the best of his-ability.
| engage my services.
1
*
| Harry S. Whitman, assistant. jjK
* \ MAY DAY PROCLAMATION
jj. Bell
jjeii1Phone
imia »4320;
<i. ,
£
WHEREAS, the Congress by joint
6i
£
resolution of May 19, 1928 requested
n m n i m i n i i i i i n i i i i i the President of the United States to
proclaim annually May 1 as Child
Health Day; and
PUREMILK AND CREAM 5
WHEREAS, the welfare of the na
i
■ tion is vitally affected by the health
BUTTERMILK
of its children, and
WHEREAS, the promotion of the
COTTAGE CHEESE
best physical and mental development
of the children is an essential pprt of
For Sale in Collegeville by
the social health program of the na
I
■ Yeagle & Poley
A. C. Ludwig j
tion; and
I Collegeville Bakery A. Loughwi j
WHEREAS, it is highly desirable
that special consideration be given
J. Leckie
this m atter in all parts of the nation;
In Trappe;
NOW, THEREFORE? I, Frapklin
I Horace Bean and George Kutra jj D. Roosevelt, President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim
E and designate the first day of May of
J. ARTHUR NELSON
■ this year as Child Health Day, and do
ROYERSFORD, PA. ■ urge all official and voluntary agen
[ Stops driver or phone 512.
cies and organizations and all individ
li.H H H H H H H W .H H f uals interested in, Child Welfare to
unite upon that day in the observance
of such exercises as will result in a
deeper realization by th e people of the
necessity for the protection and pro
See and Save
motion of the health of the nation’s
on Every Dollar
children and in greater, unified effort
to improve the existing child-welfare
You Spend at B randt’s
program wherever it is found inade
quate.
Best Goods— Big Choice
In WITNESS THEREOF, I have
Right Price Every Day
hereunto set my hand and caused the
seal o f the United States of America
Come, Bee and Save on Every
to be affixed.
Dollar
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
$ $ $ »(( sk
EV E R Y T H IN G
There
are
many representatives
For All Sports and Games
who are members of the Montgomery
County May Day Child Health Day
See Our
Committee which is planning to as
Baseball and Tennis Goods.
sist with the examination of the six
Big Choice.
year old children who will enter
schooP in September. Miss Helen Cole
Carter, executive secretary, Mont
gomery County Tuberculosis and Pub
Not One" Cheap Make on Our
lic Health Society has been appointed
Floor—The Best Only at Best
county chairman. In- emphasizing the
Prices.
May Day Program to health workers
and nurses throughout the State, Dr.
Doll Coaches
J. Bruce McCreary, Deputy Secretary
Baby Coaches
of Health, states there is increasing
need for looking after the physical
and Strollers
condition of little children as we learn
more of the effects of the prolonged
Children’s W heel Goods
period of unusual conditions at home
Fishing Tackle
and at schools.
The other members of the Commit
Wagons, Scooters
tee include Mr. A. M. Kulp, County
Boat Oars, Canoe Paddles
Superintendent of Schools, Miss Car
rie Landis, Rev. Robert J. Gottschall,
See and Save on Every Dollar
president, Tuberculosis Society, Miss
Lillian Brown and Mrs. Evelyn' Fry,
state nurses, and many other mem
bers.
Brandt Bldg., 147-149 W. Main St.
NORRISTOWN
' Never-euss a bonehead employee. If
Headquarters for 47 Years.
he had your wit, he’d have your job.—
San Francisco Chronicle.

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

1 CHARLES J. FRANKS !
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BICYCLES

H. S. BRANDT

Tlie N ew 1934

Quality

Tabletop G as R anul
L o o k s B e tte r . .
C o o k s B e iic a

Picture it in your kitchen this sum
mer ! It gives you cool cooking . . .
thanks to the insulated oven. It saves
hundreds o f steps. . . because o f the
convenient tabletop and oven heat
control. But best o f all you get the
new round-top burners which cook
f a s t e r a n d y e t u s e l ess g a s .
Only $2 down. 24 months to pay.
Price, $82.50 (slightly more on
Budget Plan).

“THE EVANGELICAL SYNOD
OF NORTH AMERICA”
Extreme interest is manifested
among church bodies concerning the
approaching merger of th e “Evange
lical Synod of North America” with
the “Reformed Church in the United
States.”
These influential denominations hav
ing a similar origin, are of the same
faith, and have many things in com
mon. The Reformed Church in the U.
S. began its existence more than 200
years ago, settling in Penna., then
moving westward and southward un
til it reached the Pacific and the
states just below the Mason and Dixon
line.
The Evangelical Synod of North
America is composed of church people
from the same European nations, hav
ing the same faith, etc. But they a r
rived in America a century or more
later, and they settled in Illinois and
the north Mississippi River valley,
eventually establishing headquarters
in St. Louis, Mo., and Chicago, 111.
There are practically no churches of
this denomination in Penna. east of
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Evangelical Synod of North
America has 1,191 pastors, a church
membership of over 300,000, together
with an equal Sunday School member
ship. It has 99 deaconesses assigned to
numerous benevolent institutions, Or
phanages, Old Folks Homes and Hos
pitals.
The Synod has under its control
about 50 million dollars worth of
Church property, besides several col
leges and the Eden Seminary at St.
Louis, Mo., one of the finest of its
kind in the country. The Synod spon
sors a very active Churchmen’s lea
gue, and women’s organizations.
Their Home Mission work is convfined largely to the industrial sections
of rapidly growing cities, and covers
a period of 75 years. The Foreign Mis
sion work, covering a period of 50
years, is limited to' India and Hon
duras. The work is restricted mostly
to Evangelistic effort in missions.
The merging of these two kindred
denominations will make them a na
tion wide-, denomination of over a mil
lion membership, covering almost
every state of the Union and many of
the provinces of Canada.
The plans of merger, the principles
governing their procedure, are held up
as ideals, and are studied by various
other church bodies contemplating a
“get-to-gether” movement.

A PIECE OF
PAPER
88
By COSMO HAMILTON
<§>, by M cC lure N e w sp a p er S y n d ic a te .
W N U S ervice

Nobody was there. Nobody was In
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
the room.
For a moment it seemed to Shepherd H R . FR A N K B R A N D R E TH
that his plan had failed. Every long
-■
DENTIST
slow day In the Pennsboro Jail had
RO
Y
ERSFO
RD
,
PA
.
P
ra
c
tica
l
D
entistry
focussed his obsession on this time and
a t honest prices.
on this place. Then he realized that
Garner must be somewhere very .near.
The coals of the fire smouldered In the JH O M A S HALLM AN
-grate and there was an open magazine
Attorney=at=Law
on the arm of Gamer's usual chair.
515 SW E D E ST., NO RRISTOW N, PA.
There were two glasses and a bottle
A t m y residence, n e x t door to N ational
on the table, which Indicated that Gar Bank, Collegeville, every evening.
ner had a visitor. Garner and his vis
itor, whoever it was, must be out on R O B E R T TRUCKS ESS
the veranda at the other side of the
Attorney=at=Law
house, because the night was beauti
519 Swede Street* N orristow n, P a .; Phone
ful and warm.
431; Residence: F airview V illage. Phone
Keeping close to the wall, Shepherd Collegeville 14-4-R-2.
edged around the corner and worked
his way towards the veranda. Sud JJ C. SHALLCROSS
denly he heard Garner’s voice say
something in a low tone. Then it
Contractor and Builder
—G RA TERFO RD , PA .
*
stopped and there was no answer.
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
Shepherd reached the side of the ver
ork done. E stim a te s cheerfully fu rn 
anda and .paused, wondering how best w
ished.
to do this killing quickly. Recogni
tion didn’t matter, because everybody f j W . BROW N
would know he had shot Garner any
General Contracting and Conway.

ON SHEPHERD’S mind was made
up. He was going to kill a man
In cold blood. He sat outside his
trapper’s shack on the marsh and
cleaned his gun with a slow, brooding
deliberation.
It was dusk when he had come home
—home from the stretch they give to
poachers In the- county Jail at Penns
boro. It was dark when he finished
cleaning his gun. It smelled of oil
and its barrels glinted In the thin new
moonlight. He leaned It up against
the shack.
All around him, in the Indian sum
mer evenldfe, the marsh stirred and
was alive with old familiar 'sounds.
*
* •
Crete Construction
Birds rustletNn the grass; down near
CO L L EG EV IL L E, FA.
Just then he heard the other voice.
the landing a muskrat splashed.; ducks
E x ca v atin g and rigging. E stim a te s free.
were gabbling out In the bay. On the It was a woman’s, soft and thrilling,
northern horizon the Pennsboro glow and it was saying something that g L M E R S. PO LEY
wavered between the flats and the seemed-very important. It was a voice
stars. Otfpr east, beyond the dunes, that hdd a startling effect on the man
Contractor and Builder
the autumn ocean mumbled and sucked crouching in the shadows with the
T R A P P E PA .
gun. At first vaguely familiar, like
at its strip of Carolina coast.
E stablished 1895.
Phone 22-R-2
Office calls preferred after, 6 p. m. E s 
Jon Shepherd was part of all this, a vanished dream, then It began to
tim
ates
furnished.
2|28|lyr
part of the life and soul of the marsh. burn Its way Into him with a soft fiery
He shared Its somber moods, Its Invert music that washed away his murder
fascination, Its dark pride. Like the ous obsession and his consciousness JJLWOOD L. H O FM A STER
marsh, he could smile suddenly and of time and place. In all the worlft TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
become suddenly bleak. But now'he there was only this voice—and he was
G U TTERS AND SPOUTING
A H E A T E R S AND RAN GES
had only murder in his heart. Only listening to it.
CO LLEG EV ILLE,
“It’s just because I love you so much SECOND A V EN U E,
an obsession as cold, as deliberate, as
it was unbalanced.' He was going to that I must tell you, Henry,” It said. P a . Bell Phone. All w ork guaranteed.
“If I hurt you It’s only because It JO H N P . TYSON
kill the man who had been responsible
for sending him to Jail. He wqs go would hurt me more to be divided
from you by any secret,”
SLATING AND TINROOFING
ing to do It tonight.
“Tell me,” said Garner’s voice
He lit a cigarette. The flare of the
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK
match snatched his face out of the quietly.
SECOND A V EN UE, T R A P P E , PA . W ork
“It was a wounded boy behind the G uaranteed. E stim a te s fu rn ish e d free.
dark. It exploded with noiseless light
Phone 4 -R -ll.
'l|21|l-yr.
against the bony cheeks, the riveted lines.” The other voice was very
steady.
"He
was
going
back
to
the
black eyes, the aquiline nose, the thin
lips gripping the cigarette. Jon Shep front. It wasn’t pity, either. It was GEORGE F . CLAM ER, CO LLEG EV ILLE
PLU M BIN G AND H E A T IN G
herd took two or three puffs on the something else that I couldn’t explain
e l e c t r ic Wir in g a n d f ix t u r e s
cigarette and then flipped it into the even to myself. He was so alone, so
PN EU M A TIC W A T E R SYSTEMS
damp marsh-grass, where ■'it glowed brooding, so passionately strange. My
F U E L O IL H E A T IN G SYSTEMS
and pulsed like a fire-beetle. It was sense, of values was warped then, too,
H A R D W A R E AND M ILL S U P P L IE S .
I
suppose.
Anyway,
he
loved
me.
He
tenacious, it wouldn’t go out; He
wondered whether Henry Garner wanted me.”
^L V L N S. B U T L E R
“I see,” said Garner’s voice.
*
would be as hard to kill.
“It happened the night before he
Plumbing, Heating and
For as long as Jon Shepherd could
back.” The other voice- faltered
remember' he and Henry Garner had went
Electric Wiring Installed
a little. “I never saw him again. He
been friends. Henry Garner had been wrote me letters for a while—sweet,
Seventeen y e ars experience.
§
rich ; he himself, had been poor. Hen strange, illiterate letters. And, fool 801 M ain street, CO L L EG EV IL L E, PA.
P hone: 266-R-2.
ry Garner had been brought up in the ishly, perhaps, I answered one of them.
big house- beyond the woods near the But that has never worried me. I
THE FAMILY DOCTOR
^yiL L IA M M. ANDES
Pennsboro road, while he had always
Dr. John Joseph Gaines, M. D., na lived in the trapper’s shack. But trusted him.”
Painting and Paper-hanging
There was a little silence and then
tionally known physician,- in his week none of these things had mattered
ly newspaper column “The Family until Henry Garner inherited the big Garner’s voice said, “Yes; that was T R A P P E , PA . W ork g u aranteed. P a p e r
foolish. A letter like that Is only a hanging a specialty. Sam ples furnished
Doctor” writes as follows:
2|17|lyr '
house and began to invite fine guests
piece of paper, but It can be a terri free.
Too Fat?
down from (Baltimore and Richmond ble
weapon. But It can’t be now, can
If you are too fa t—and some are— and Philadelphia. Then one day he
88 PER CENT
<^>n’t forget the two outstanding had warned Jon Shepherd to -confine It?”
“No," said the other voice. “It can’t
of
bis
trapping
and
shooting
activities
to
causes of excess weight; they are:
-He—now.”
the bay and the lower marsh, away
(1 )
-—-i£et enough exercise—
NATIONAL
BOARD
COMPANIES
The crouching figure beside the ver
from private property. He wanted to anda straightened up and leaned
(2) Eating more than you need.
REFUSE TO PAY CLAIMS
» These are first to be thought of. To turn his own land into a sporting pre against the wall. Jon Shepherd’s face
FOR CIGARETTE SCORCHES.
correct either, or both, is a matter serve. And when Shepherd had dis was a pale expres^lMiless mask in the
wholly your own. Nobody can take regarded his warning—not once, but faint light.
“MUTUALS” ALSO REFUSE TO
exercise for you, or cut down eating twice—Garner had sent him to jail.
“You’re
brave,”
said
Garner’s
voice.
PAY SUCH CLAIMS.
• *
*
»
for you—you must do that for your
There was a slight sound like a kiss.
self. Do it under the counsel and ad
The cigarette In the marsh-grass siz “It’s past now. I love you.”
Perkiomen Valley Mutual
vice of your best friend—your family zled and went out. Shepherd stood up
*
*
*
doctor.
•
and reached for his gun. His body
Fire Insurance Co.
When Jon Shepherd got back to his
I talked this very morning with a was a dark blotch against the shack,
stout, healthy country miss, who has the shack was a pale blotch against shack he went inside and groped
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
around for the box In which he kept
literally made an invalid of herself, the pines behind it, and the pines were
his shotgun shells. Then he broke his
trying to take off weight; she is a shaggy uncombed wilderness heltergun mechanically, took out the two un
afraid to take quantity or kind of skelter under the new moon. It was a
used shells, and put them back in the
food that she really needs. She is un grand night for loving or killing— box.
able to work, and her nervous system whichever a man had a mind to do.
There was an old duffle bag in one
torn to pieces.
The killing Itself would be very sim corner, of the room, and Shepherd went
T h e re is j u s t o n e s ta n d a rd b y w h ic h
It is quite possible for a state of ple. There wtfuld be a short tramp ' o v e r to it and knelt down. He knew
to ju d g e a p a ir of g la sse s—w h e th e r
confirmed invalidism to be acquired through the woods to the big house near exactly where the letter was. His
o r o r n o t th e y fit.
from constant dread of taking the the Pennsboro road. Then there would
hand closed on It and pulled It out.
necessary nourishment for the proper be a creeping up to the window of the
He crouched there with It in the dark
Y o n a re th e J u d g e
functioning of the body. I would room where Henry Garneij always sat
ness. A piece of paper? A terrible
rather be a trifle overweight—and about this time. After that there
weapon? Were these all this wonder
A n d h a v e a r ig h t t o d e m a n d g lasse s
happy—than to starve myself into a would be nothing left to do but ram
ful letter could be?
t h a t s u it y o u r needs. ,
the
muzzle
of
the
gun
through
a
thin
confirmed neurotic.
Suddenly he struck a match and
pane
and
coax
a
couple
of
tender
,
trig
T h e re is n e ith e r “ m e d ic in e ” n o r
. The normal human being must have
touched the flame to the dog-eared en
a variety of food; We are not herbi gers. It was all as simple as that.
m ag ic in a p a ir o f lenses'; th e y re 
velope. The paper began to burn
vorous, no more than we are carni Jon Shepherd had no desire to leer
brighter and brighter until the light
liev e e y es sim p ly by m a k in g th em
was dancing with the shadows on the
vorous; we are altogether different, at Henry Garner or to taunt him. He
o p tic a lly p e rfe c t.
walls. But Jon Shepherd’s shadow
from the lower animals; and, it takes wanted to have It over with as soon
Y o u r e y e s a re w o rth th e serv ices
was huge and quiet and shapeless.
fuel if we would build a fire. We as possible.
of a sk ille d o p to m e tris t. .
He tucked his shotgun In the crotch
When the letter burned down and
need, in proper quantity, meats, star
began io scorch his fingers he dropped
T h e y can be h a d a t
ches, vegetables, fruits, and “greens;” of his arm and walked unhurriedly
it on the floor and went outside. There
some things raw, some well cooked, towards the strip of woods that
marked
the
beginning
of
Garner’s
land.
was no moon. The marsh and bay
all clean. But not an over-supply.
and dunes were one blur under the
I have a fat lady under my care— He walked inexorably, like a machine
that had been wound up and pointed
Stars. * Shepherd walked down the
weighs 190. I try to diet her correct at a certain spot. At the edge of the
Optometrists and Opticians
ly. I happened into her hotel at din woods he paused to make sure that, . rotting boardwalk to the landing. His
old
boat
was
still
there—half'full
of
726 CHESTNUT STREET
nertime the other day; she had a plat the safety catch of his gun was all
water, but that didn’t matter. He
terful
and a dozen side-dishes! right. Although he knew every inch
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
climbed Into It and began to row.
Enough for two or three meals! No, of the way, he didn’t want his gun to
He rowed the boat towards the
I didn’t chide her then, but I’m laying go off if he tripped in the underbrush.
Examination Hours
Pennsboro lights that wavered above
for her. When I catch her away from Then he faced around for a last look
the
northern
horizon.
Pretty
soon
he
9
a. m. to 5.30 p, m.
the table. Well, she employs me.
eastward. The marsh curved darkly
noticed, without surprise, that his
Saturdays until 5.00
around the bay, and the bay lay asleep shack was burning. He leaned on his
A subscription to The Independent against the dim shoulders of the
oars to watch It. It became a gigantic
dunes. Beyond the dunes, the beat of torch that lighted his farewell view
is a $1.50 well spent.
the ocean seemed to keep time with
of the marsh with a red glare.
the beat' of ,the blood in Shepherd’s
Jon Shepherd bent to his oars again.
DEAD ANIMALS
chest and wrists and temples. But
The
bay
was
rippling
up.
The
breeze
there was no need to hurry. There
REMOVED
was shifting Into the northeast. There
\^as no use getting, excited.
ERNEST ROEDIGER
would be fine duck hunting weather in
Shepherd walked through the woods a day or two. And Garner’s gun would
It. D. 1, N orristow n
and skirted the field that lay in front
Phone—N orristow n 295-J-2
be booming back there In the fiats.
of the big house where Garner lived.
His state of mind was quite different
from that of the average story-book
Irish F re e S ta te
murderer. No lurking fear clutched
That part of Ireland known as the
at his heart; none of the usual drops
Irish Free State Includes all but the
of sweat stood out on his brow. Ev six counties of northeastern Ireland,
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
erything wab matter-of-fact, even the
wftich constitute northern Ireland. In
light that gleamed in the downstairs
AND
the Irish Free State are three coun
window and guided him, as he had
ties of Ulster: Cavan, Donegal and
known it would.
Monaghan; all of Leinster, including
SCHUYLKILL ANTHRACITE
the counties of Carlow, Dublin,. Kil
By using the cover of a clump of
dare, Kilkenny, Leix, Longford, Louth,
bushes it was easy to creep up to the
Meath, Offaly, Westmeath; Wexford
lighted window. Shepherd crouched
CANNAL AND BITUMINOUS
and Wicklow; all of Munster, Includ
under the sill and gripped his gun with
ing the counties of Clare, Cork, Ker
both hands, ready for a smashing blow
at the pane. Then he stood up. delib ry, Limerick, Tipperary and Water
ford; all of Connaffght, Including the
erately and looked in. His face slid
up Into the light and poised there, - counties of Galway, Leitrim, Mayo,
Roscommon and Sligo.
vulpine, staring.

and Hot Water
K e e p s Y «»a C l e a n e r
You’ve experienced the satisfaction that conies with HOT
WATER . . . but have you ever thought of enjoying a
constant, abundant supply ? Ask about having an

A u t o m a t ic G a s W a t e r H e a te r
Installed on Easy Terms — $2 Down, 24 Months to Pay.

A ll Our Suburban Stores, or See Your D ealer

P hiladelphia E lectric C om pany

J

Poley’s Market
SThisPThursday,
E CFriday
I Aand L
S
Saturday
Phone 2
COLLEGEVILLE
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■BBBBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
“FOR PURITY’S SAKE” . ____
We are mighty careful about the foods we sell. Everything must
be fresh and wholesome. Our quality is always the best. Our service
is cheerful and intelligent, and our prices, indeed, will save money
for you.
Regular 10c Size

G RAPE N U T FL A K E S
3 for 25c
1 Beetleware Spoon with each
package.

Regular 8c Size
LU X T O IL E T SOAP
6c

Quart Galvanized Pails

WISE AND OTHERWISE
“What blood-curdling stories that
old man has been telling!” commented
a traveling salesman. “They sounded
like the reminiscences of a person
who had been captured by cannibals.”
“Eh-yah!” returned the landlord of
the Petunia tavern, “That’s Uncle I
Rezzldew. He’s been telling about his
rheumatism."—Kansas City Star.
Toofus say: “I learn one letter one
time. Bimby—I mebbe learn more.
Some time I knew how to read. But I
learn poor letter.” “What letter th a t? ”
ask his friend, Pauline. “Letter O. I
cannot tell whether book upside down
or not.’!—Louisville Courier Journal.
“What’s this' baseball "strategy?”
“Well,” replied Toofus, the wisecracker, “you get two men on bases,
understand?” “Yelk” “And the next
man knocks a home run. That’s base
ball strategy.”—Louisville CourierJournal.
“Pa,” said Clarence, “how do you
spell pedestrian?” “You don’t spell
that, son; you cuss it,” growled his
Happy Felton — Ursinus
dad.-rCincinnati Enquirer.
Prom orchestra leader,

°prfC
eecial 19c

Strongheart DOG FO O D

Regular 15c Size Montco

• Regular 10c Size

Pure Pineapple Juice
2 for 27c

4 for 25c
Regular 13c Size Montco

Regular 10c Size Montco

B A R T L E T T PEA RS
2 for 23c

Pure TO M A TO JU IC E
3 for 25c

CO-MONT C O FFE E ...........................
23c lb .
CLO V ERBLO O M B U T T E R ...... ......
29c lb
LOCAL FR E S H E G G S .......................... ......... 25c doz
Fancy Crushed or Shoe Peg
CORN — 2 No. 2 cans 25c

Baker’s Premium Baking
Chocolate—Large Bar 19c

Regular 9c Size

Knox G E L A T IN E — 18c

Argo Laundry Starch
Only 7c
O’CLOCK

Regular 20c Size
The favorite Gelatine.

Dessert Pudding 0 p riSceecia!2

for

15c

N. B. C. 1 Graham C rack ers......... ..............lb pkg 18c
CAKES j Priscilla B utter C ookies........... . pkg 18c
19c Peanut B utter pt. jar 15c|Mixed Vegetables.... can
Pts. Miracle W hip ....... 20c|Jell-O (Asst.).... 4 pkgs.
Lge. Tom atoes ........ can 17c|Lge. Heinz Soups ...can
Ice Cream S alt........ box 15c ITable Salt ................. box

15c
25c
15c
5c

F IN E S T Q U A LITY M EATS
Breast of V e a l......... lb 10c
Round Steak ........... lb 25c
Rump Roast Veal.... lb 17c Lean Plate B e e f....... lb 8c
Chuck Roast Veal.... lb 15c Cross Cut B e e f........... lb 25c
Shoulder Lamb ........lb 19c
Chuck R o a s t................lb 15c
Rib Veal Chops....... lb 25c Rolled S h o u ld er....... lb 20c
Breast L a m b ........... lb 10c
Fresh H am burg ........lb 18c

Home
M ade

) Lard ...................................... ............. lb li e
> Scrapple ............ ............................. 2 lbs 25c
J Sausage (All Pork) ......................... lb 21c

WHAT FUN!
J'D LOVE TO GO
WITH YOU!

I t means a lot to th e young
folks to have a telephone. L et them enjoy the
contacts it brings. On th e farrt), particularly,
th ey need to feel th a t th e y ’re, n ot “o ut of
to u ch ” or missing opportunities.

Do They Fit ?

HAUSSMANN &GO.

GOLD M EDAL
Kitchen Tested FL O U R
12-lb Bags 57cs
5-lb Bags 26c
Chase and Sanborn
“D ated” C O FFE E
28c lb

WJ PM Cfi
T H E BELL T EL E PH O N E COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

W e Specialize in expert watch and clock repairing.
All work done in our own shop, using only genuine
material.
Prom pt-—Expert—Service a t Reasonable .Cost.

W. L. S ton e & Son,
210 High St., Pottstown, Pa.
“The Store With The Clock”
Member of the N. R. A.

*****************************************************
THE

C L A M E R

is the only O IL BU RN ER th at prevents cold air from
passing over heating surface of boiler between
periods of operation.
Saving in fuel up to 25% over burners without this improvement.
Installation made in, any furnace, in any weather in a few hours.
Why not have the' assurance of perfect peace of mind that a re
liable automatic Clamer Burner will bring. Get in touch with us,
phone 107 Collegeville, Pa., and have our representative make a
survey to tell you the facts. It costs nothing for this survey, and
it will clear up many misconceptions. Youi can figure your cost
with our burner the same as coal1at $7.00 per ton.

Installed complete Less Tank

$ 2 9 5

340-342-344 Main Street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

Best Grades

R etr en ch K i f you must, but

l
I
l
I
i
i

DON’T NEGLECT YOUR HOME

We will appreciate the op
portunity to supply your
heating needs.

W. H. Gristock’s Sons
Collegeville, Pa.
Junior

COAL,

LUMBER,

FEED

IIIIIIIIU IIIU U U IU IIII

■

GEO. F. C L A M E R

COAL
l
i
I
I

sk
*
*
*
*
*

Would a fire or heavy damage from
water mean serious financial em
barrassment?
Replace that leaky, fire-hazard
roof now with one of K&M Ambler
A sb esto s S h in g l e s and know that
that possible source of loss is forever
removed.'
K&M Ambler A sb esto s S h in g l e s
are not costly. Once installed your
roofing troubles and roofing expense
is oyer forever. Your insurance rate

trill be lower. Your home will have
a better resale value. Its appearance
will be delightfully improved.
Your banker will tell you that it is
wiser financing to borrow the money
for a new weather-proof, fire-proof
roof (if you have to borrow) than to
risk the greater expense of new
furnishings, new refinishing—and a
new roof anyway.
Phone us for an estimate. Ask also
about Waltile.

Asbestos Insulating Co.
Norristown, Pa.

Pbone 791 or your nearest dealer.

THE GOVERNOR SAYS
RAMBLING AT RANDOM
rived. Railroad rights of way, mak
ing any desired speed possible, with *
(C ontinued from page 1)
By Gifford Pinchot
(C ontinued from page 1)
Watch and Clock
%
Miss Ella Famous is confined to her
elimination of grade’ crossings, plus *
we
have
come
to
the
conclusion
that
*
Every time a lot of falsehoods are
Mr. and Mrs. Paul P. Davenport of
*
bed with illness at this writing.
modern
lightweight
150-mile-am-hour
Repairing
*
the Federal government must have
*
*
About $70 was cleared on Saturday Haddonfield, New Jersey, were guests circulated about me or my adminis acquired all three parts of the present speed, will make motor omnibus com *
*
tration,
friends
write
in-to
ask
me
to
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
W.
O.
Fegely
and
*
petition
impossible
in
speed
and
in
I. F. HATFIELD
evening by the Rector’s Aid of St.
*
day
“gall.”
*
make a rebuttal.
*
cost of travel. “To California in 24 *
Paul’s Church at their chicken supper, family, on Sunday.
*
*
Usually I resist the temptation to
Mrs. William Kister is recovering
hours
f5r
$24”
may
come,
.without
8
Glen
wood
Avenue,
Editor
Hotchkiss
writing
in
his
*
1
Mrs. Edward Johnson, who was con
reply to wild charges, knowing full column ’‘The Gossiper” in the Doy- waiting for the airplane.”
*
i
from
a
fall
at
her
home
the
day
before
COLLEGEVILLip:, PA.
fined in a hospital in Philadelphia as
*
well
that
fair-minded
people
pay
no
Easter,
sustaining
a
fractured
hip,
lestown
Intelligencer
sums
up
the
a medical patient, returned to her
Having read the Saturday Evening
She is still a patient at the Pottstown attention to such inventions.
situation so well that we will quote
home on Saturday, much improved.
But my attention has been called to his opinion of this “census,” as fol Post for quite a few years we were
Homeopathic Hospital.
Mrs. Elisha Hedricks and daughter
greatly surprised to learn that Pre
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F, Bowers en a great mass of vicious falsehoods is lows:
JO H N A. ZA HND
Emily of Mont Clare, and Mrs. M tertained Mr. and Mrs. Ray Seyler sued
by an insurance company
“It sounded like a “nosey” proposi mier Dollfuss has barred the Post from
Cunnane and daughter Nioma of and daughter of Stowe, a t dinner on against which court action is pending tion to go around to private citizens circulation in Austria on the grounds
Plumbing & H eating
Philadelphia, spent Thursday with Sunday.
for violation of the insurance laws
and business men and inquire what of being vulgar and f seiisational.
R
esid
en c e:' E vansbnrg, P a .
Mrs. William Levis.
From editorial comment in some their income and expenses have been Somebody should send the diminuitive
Miss Violet Poley and Samuel Har
P . O. A ddress, Collegeville, R . D. V
Mr. and Mrs. William Seip and chil ley visited Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sea newspapers, it would appear that this —and I wondered how much authority premier a copy of Ballyho or an old
Phone: Collegeville 255-R-2
company told these lies so convincing the census takers have to demand this Police Gazette.
dren motored here from Merchants man, of Norristown.
ville, N. J., on Saturday and spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bean entertained ly that many people believe them.
information.
<
I know a charming woman on the
This outfit wants to make the peo
day with Mrs. Seip’s parents, Mr. and at a birthday anniversary dinner
“Well, this week I found time to Main-Line who is “free” at last, from
Mrs. John I. Bechtel.
Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Valentine Boy pie believe that there has been an in seek information.
an unhappy marriage. But instead of
*
*
* Little Miss Mildred Smith, daugh er of Sohwenksville and Mr. and Mrs crease of $2,000,000 in the State pay
“The business census is to get a feeling happy, she looks so lost -and
BOCK
BEER
on
Draught
roll
since
I
took
office
three
years
ago
*
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Smith Horace T. Bean of this borough. The
cross-section of expenses and business
*
The exact contrary is true. During conditions generally, and the social forlorn th at I Wouldn’t be surprised
spent the week-end in Mont Clare with event was held in honor of the host.
*
at the
if she starts looking around for an
this
period
there
actually
was
a
re
Miss
Milly
Dysinger
and
Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith.
census to get the same of social con other husband to help her to begin
*
Commercial House
*
Albert O’Brien of N. J., spent Sun Neumann were dinner guests of Mrs, duction in the payroll of $970,000
ditions.
“suffering”
all
over
again.—From
*
day with his. nephew, Maurice Davis Ida Harley and daughters of College year for comparable work.
“No one, I understand is obliged to
*
In other words, we are doing the answer the questions—but I was also Bryn Mawr Home News.;
*
ville, on Sunday.
and family.
W ine and Legal Liquors $
Christian G. Wismer and Earl work we did and more of it, for a mil informed that the thing is entirely
Mr. and Mrs. William March spent
“Dar am’ no satisfaction in playin’
Saturday in Norristown, visiting Mr, Seheffey attended an Odd Fellows lion dollars a year less money than impersonal. No personal record is de races,” said Uncle Eben. “You
when my present term began.
meeting at Boyertown last week.
March's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
kept and no names used—just a sort either Wishes you hadn’t bet at all .or * Steaks, Chops, Salads and |
Then the Legislature added the of “cases number.”
Miss Betty Miller, daughter of Mr,
dat you had bet a whole lot more.”—
March.
That cost
I '
Sandwiches
*
Mrs. Charles Turner and children and Mrs. Clayton Miller, is recuperat liquor control system.
“It may be useful to the govern Washington Star.
*
*
money, of course. If anyone can fig ment, but it seems like an unwar
spent Monday with her parents, Mr ing from an attack of measles.
*
— i-----j
- Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger, ure out how we could operate 250 ranted intrusion—and, in view of the
and Mrs. William Kirkner.
* Meet yoUr friends here at the *
Mr. and Mrs. William Henderson Theodore Favinger and Mr. and Mrs, liquor stores without employing peo general situation, it does not seem an A. M. KULP SUGGESTS
|
Cozy Old Place.
and Mr. and Mrs. George Henderson, Chester C. Bush, were the guests, of ple. to run them, I would like to hear unwarranted suspicion th at perhaps
SCHOOL SYSTEM CHANGES *
____
*
all of Norristown, visited at the home Mrs. Kathryn Detwiler and daughter from him.
*
' *
when the government gets it the in
Tracing
the
changes
in
public
school
Everyone
knows,
or
should
know:
of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Henderson, of Red Lion, on' Sunday.
formation may be used to learn how
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin P. .Williams of that one reason for adopting the State much more of tax hurd«n each of us systems in the last 20 years and pre •j* COM M ERCIAL H O U SE |
on Sunday.
dicting greater improvements in the
Areola, were the guests of Mr. and Liquor Control System was to prevent ca» stand.”
J. B. Hopson, who had been on
next decade, A. M. Kulp, county super sjs Collegeville, below the R. R.
an
increase
of
taxes
to
pay
for
un
business trip to Conn., in the interest Mrs. A. Wesley Poley and daughters
intendent
of schdols was the main
employment relief.
of the Haslett Chute and Conveyor on Sunday.
No doubt the periodical inspection speaker at the Montgomery Cou ity -X--X--X-X-X--X-X--X--X--X-* -X-X--X-* -X-X-X-X--X--X--X-7f-X--X-*
Perhaps
a
few
truths
about
the
The Faicom Club will hold a bake
Co., returned to his home Sunday
of motor vehicles by the State has its
sale at the Trappe Tavern on Satur State payroll will be of interest, in good points lit should have; there’s Council of Parent Teacher Associa
evening.
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Frank day morning, April 28 at 10 o’clock, view of the wide distribution of the enough fuss made over it), but every tions at the spring conference held in
Glenside-Weldon sehOol Saturday.
W hen You Need An
Weaver entertained a few relatives The faithful comrades will appreciate bald fabrication to which I have
now and then one just can’t help theAmong
other changes, Mr. Kulp ad
and friends in honor of Mrs. Weaver your patronage and you will enjoy ferred.
wondering who does some of that ex
The figure-twisters in addition to pert headlight fdeusing one meets oc vocated: intra-mural sports, as op
mother, Mrs. Kate Miller’s 89th birth their pies and cakes.
the
false charge that the State payroll casionally a t night on the highway. posed to interscbolastic sports; diag
day anniversary. Mrs. Miller is in ex
Augustus Lutheran Church
is almost $2,000,090' higher than when Not so long ago, on the final night of nostic tests of individual pupils; and
cellent health and is able to walk
Daylight saving time will be observ I took office three years ago, say that the recently closed compulsory in ah even greater emphasis on training
CaJJ
around among the neighbors on nice
ed
at Augustus Lutheran Church be the payroll increased “more than $1 spection period, if all the blinding for citizenship. Superintendent Kulp.
days. Lately her eye sight is failing,
the work of Parent-Teacher
Charles J. Smedley
otherwise she is well preserved. The ginning Sunday, April 29 with Sunday 250,000 in the fifteen months ending headlights one passed in a twenty- praised
groups.
school
at
9
a.
m.;
the
service
at
10.15
January
15,
1934.”
..
following guests were present: Mr,
five-mile drive had been laid end to
Collegeville
The_ facts of the case are that with end, they would have readied all the
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According to the newspapers a man The will makes bequests to. Edith
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generations present, Mrs. Miller, Mrs ceived" in Sunday -school and recepta departments under the Governor’: in Turkey, Zaro Agha, claims to be Hamill, $200; Sarah HSmill,'' $400;
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Frank Weaver, C. M. Weaver and cles will be placed in the upper hall control, in that period.
for the convenience of others who do
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Crist Weaver, Jr.
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Some scientists have found that the
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The first batch squirmed to freedom
April 27 at 8 o’clock. Meeting place a t
uernseys w ith papers. 'A ll stock is T. B
Their Work, too, has increased during when John McKeever, a clerk, pull G
(C ontinued from p age 1)
and blood tested. Sale a t 1.30 p m
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the depression. But I am proud of the ed the lid off oneflof the cans. The S ta n d ard Time. Conditions "by
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P.’-H . PETERM A N .
it would purchase only seventy per Evangelical Congregational Church fact that we have done more work for rest escaped when McKeever knocked
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the second can over in leaping to the
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For example, in .the Highway De top of a desk. Both the address and
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in good condition. P rice reasonable, Apply
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state offices.
new “Klondike” to be -built at the results for the public.
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The tremendous strain imposed on something instead of merely moaning Starters-—
Done in the Best Manner B
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“It is thus to be observed that When
W. B. Flory of Harrisburg, in an acute headache lasts more than a
N. Y. MILK RAISE HALTED
AN ORD INAN CE—An ordinance o f the
charge of the corn-hbg reduction pro day, or when it ^persistently recurs, . orough
of Trappe, MontgQmery County,
Supreme Court Justice Aaron J. gram in eastern Pennsylvania, will reliance upon self-treatment and ad B
P a ., reg u latin g the business of auctioneer
Levy on Tuesday granted the appli address the meeting on the details of vice from non-professional sources is ing goods, w ares, m erchandise- or property
of w hatever kind w ithin said B orough and
cations of the city of New York and the plan.
bad practice. Medical'counsel, un providing for licensing the sam e.
the New York Post for a temporary
Since May 1 has been set as the questionably, should be obtained.
Be it ’enacted a n d it- is hereby ordained
injunction restraining the State Milk closing date for making applications, _ “Incidentally, one of the ways to a n q enacted by a n d w ith the a u th o rity of
the B urgess a n d T ew n Council o f the
Control Board from adding one cent all farmers interested in the plan avoid the conditions that lead to many B orough of T rappe, Pa., as' follow s:
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“This is a m atter of great public
Corn benefit payments will be made damental laws -of nature, including W hatever kind w ithin the lim it of the
concern,” said Justice Levy. “Milk at the rate of 30 cents a bushel, less diet, work, recreation, sleep, avoidance B orough of T rappe, upon paym ent of a
license fee of Ten ($10.00) dollars per day,
everybody acknowledges,, is a vital the signer’s proportion of local ad of excessive use of; stimulants , and o r p a rt thereof w hich sum shall be in a d 
Court Will Convetie in
necessity from the point of view of ministrative expenses, on the estimat daily attention to proper elimination. dition to a ll other licenses required -b y
Provided, th a t th is section shall not
the consumer. It is practically con ed production of the contracted acre - “Remember that an habitually law.
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ceded that part of the public has Hot- age up to 30 per cent of the 1932-33 drugged headache is a subterfuge reg u larly engaged in business, for the
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Samuel lUntermyer, counsel for the case of hogs the benefit payments will Nature. The removal of causes alone stock;
their household or o th er goods.
.Post, declared: “There has been a de be $5 a head, less the proportional can satisfy her.”
O rdained a n d enacted into an ordinance
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this F ifth d a y of March, A. D. 1934.
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the children of the city on aceount,of produced for market up to 75 per cent
Daniel Rath, former Pottstown
of--Town Council.
a lack of milk. Every increase in price of the average number produced per justice of peace, was named a private A tte st: FR A N KP resident
Do your duty. A ttend this notorious Trial.
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means a further decrease in consump year in 1932-33.
S
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detective in a decree signed by
Justice must be done. ■
tion and will result in more malnu
pproved by me this F ifth day o f March.
Judges Corson and Dannehower, of A.AD.
1934.
trition.”
j Advertise in The Independent
the Montgomery County Court.
M E R R I C. M O LLIER, B urgess.
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COME TO MOSHEIM’S - Where
Play Days and Pay Days are Pals
We know that the biggest day in your week is pay day and your
salary is far more important than any notch lapel that was ever
designed. That’s why we play up to your pay days. That’s why
Mosheim’s prices are always affordably low.
Under the NRA you’ll have more time to wear good clothes.
Under our values, you can afford them without robbing Peter to
pay Paul!

$14-90 $10.9? $Or90
We are showing the season’s finest Tweeds, Flannels and Wor
steds. Made up in styles you’ll like . . . such as the New BiSwings, the smart Double-Breasted and the ever popular twobutton models. -

New Spring H ats T hat Top the M arket for V a lu e -

Priced $1.95 — $2.95

Boys’ 4= Piece Knicker Suits
Featured in this Spring’s latest style sensation—“Piiich Backs” or
Plain Backs. Made of long-wearing Tweeds, Cheviots and Cassimeres. Priced at these modest figures:

$7.90 - $9.90 - $12.90
ALL COLORiS—SIZES 8 TO" 18

ELECTRICIAN

MOSHEIM CLOTHING CO.
207 H IG H ST R E E T

PO T T ST O W N , PA.

Collegeville
Cleaners and Dyers

I

c.

Edward Breckman

Cut Rate DrugStore

DRUGS

College Pharmacy

WINKLER

SCANDAL Collegeville f
Racks

HARRY ROEDIGER sued

SAVE while you have a job, and
you can spend when you haven’t.

Collegeville National Bank

